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ABSTRACT 
Species Distribution Models (SDMs) are important tools for biological conservation and wildlife 

management as they detail the distributions of biota across landscapes. In this dissertation I 

explored two emerging big data sources that can be used to enhance SDMs, lidar and 

Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI). Lidar data can be used in ecological models as 

explanatory variables that provide information about 3D attributes of space (i.e., structural 

ecology), and observation data from VGI projects (like eBird) can help inform models about 

species presence across spatial and temporal scales. In my first research study, I employ a 

multiscale analysis to address the challenges associated with developing SDMs with high-

resolution data from lidar. I present an approach, SBBS, in which the output of SDMs developed 

with variables that had a spatial resolution of 30-m were used to improve SDMs developed with 

variables that had a 10-m resolution. This approach produced better models than both a model 

developed with the default Maxent background sampling area, and a model developed using the 

conventional approach of resampling environmental data to a common resolution. In my second 

study I focused on model thresholds to explore the differences between an SDM developed with 

data from citizen scientists through eBird and one developed with data from wildlife 

professionals. Results corroborated past research that found SDMs developed with citizen 

science favor anthropogenic landscapes, but also found factors related to elevation and habitat 

fragmentation contributed to the mismatch between these models. In my third study, I used 

inferences from an SDM developed with a scientific presence dataset and the statistical concept 

of influence to evaluate, categorize, and filter eBird points. Through my methods, I was able to 

isolate species presence locations from eBird that best matched the environmental characteristics 

of observation locations from the scientific dataset and analyze attributes of points that differed 

from that profile. This research contributes to knowledge at the nexus of Biogeography and 

GIScience, as spatial data methods are used to better understand species distributions, while 

knowledge about ecological relationships across space serves as a basis to better understand 

these two emerging spatial data sources.  
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1.1 Scientific and Disciplinary Context of this Research 

Generally, scholars recognize two subdomains within the discipline of Geography, which 

include: (1) Physical Geography, the study of the spatial attributes of natural features and 

processes across Earth’s four physical systems (the biosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere, and 

atmosphere) and (2) Human Geography, which concerns cultural, socioeconomic, political, and 

anthropological attributes across space and place (Douglas, 2002; Bonnett, 2008; Warf, 2010; 

Hanks and Stadler, 2011). However, other research focuses have also been recognized as 

additional subdomains, including, for example, Nature and Society (Warf, 2010), which explores 

the intersection of Human and Physical Geography. Another emerging subfield often considered 

within the discipline is Geographic Information Science and Technology (GIS & T), which 

involves computational programs (i.e., Google Earth or the popular ArcGIS) and technical tools 

and data (i.e., lidar, satellite imagery, census data) used to measure and represent geographic 

features and phenomenon (Warf, 2010; Koeppe, 2012). Because GIS & T also includes the 

approaches employed to study geographic data in order to mathematically measure and 

statistically analyze phenomena in Human and Physical Geography, GIS & T is sometimes 

considered a set of tools within these two subdisciplines, instead of a standalone field 

(Openshaw, 1991; Wright et al., 1997).  

Within the discipline of Geography, I posit my research is a fusion of GIS &T and 

Biogeography, the subfield of Physical Geography which concerns studies of the biosphere 

including the spatial distributions of species and ecosystems (Millington et al., 2011; Gavin, 

2012). Within GIS & T, this research borrows from two main subject areas that are detailed in 

the GIS & T Body of Knowledge, a reference document that is the most comprehensive outline 

of concepts and methods relevant to geospatial science (First edition citation University 

Consortium for Geographic Information Science 2006, but the work is now updated at 

https://gistbok.ucgis.org/). The first of these is titled Citizen Science with GIS & T which is under 

the umbrella of GIS & T and Society, a subject area that focuses on relationships and engagement 

between GIScience, spatial technology, public entities, private enterprises, and individual 

citizens (Rickles et al., 2017). According to the Body of Knowledge, citizen science involves the 

contributions of non-professionals (i.e., volunteers) in scientific projects and is the basis of 
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Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) which, according to Goodchild (2007) is “the 

harnessing of tools to create, assemble, and disseminate geographic data provided voluntarily by 

individuals” (Rickles et al., 2017). More specifically, this research fits and contributes to issues 

related to data quality with VGI, as I investigate the quality and quantify the additional 

information of VGI from the popular citizen science project eBird relative to a dataset provided 

by a scientific research organization. 

The second area that this research focuses on is titled Resolution, which is part of the subject 

Foundational Concepts in the GIS & T Body of Knowledge, presented by Lam (2019). 

Resolution is most relevant to raster data, pixel-based spatial data, including satellite imagery, 

used in GIS that is inherently related to the geographic concept of scale. In the context of 

geographic data, scale refers to: (1) the spatial extent of data coverage (i.e., the Eastern United 

States or the boundaries of a specific county) and (2) the resolution of spatial data, the size or the 

spatial coverage of each individual raster cell (Lam, 2019). While data resolution could be easily 

dismissed as simply a technical attribute of geographic data, resolution is fundamentally related 

to the ability of spatial data to represent geographic phenomena and features at the scales at 

which they operate (Lam, 2019).  Pixels that comprise raster data are the smallest distinguishable 

unit of measurement of data (Lam, 2019). While rasters with smaller pixel sizes at local extents 

are more suitable to analyze some phenomena or features with finer operational scales, like 

changing successional stages of individual forest stands, raster data at wide extents with larger 

pixel sizes are more suitable to understand other phenomena at broader operational scales, like 

shifts in animal migration patterns or seasonal forest dynamics of entire biomes (Hebblewhite, 

2008; Goodchild, 2011; Kamal et al., 2015). Grounded in a methodology involving the 

resolution of environmental data, I sought to explore the concept of scale in developing species 

distribution models (SDMs), which are computer generated and statistically grounded maps that 

detail the expected geographic spread of species. 

Broadly, Biogeography is the study of spatial distributions of species and ecosystems. 

However there are a diversity of subfields and specific focuses within the discipline (Millington 

et al. 2011; Gavin 2012). Millington et al. (2011) provided a comprehensive description of these 

research focuses. For example, Historical Biogeography is a subfield that emerged from 

Paleobiology and focuses on changing distributions of organisms in areas over long temporal 
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spans, and Dispersal Biogeography focuses on the range expansion of species and their barriers, 

both physical (i.e., roads/rivers) and ecological (i.e., competitors or predator species; Millington 

et al., 2011). 

This dissertation research primarily belongs to two subfields in Biogeography. The first, 

referred to as both ‘Analytical Biogeography’ and ‘Spatial Biogeography,’ focuses on spatial 

data methods to explore diversity of ecosystems to better understand the relationships between 

environmental characteristics of place and the distribution of species (Millington et al., 2011). 

The use of GIS by biogeographers, in conjunction with methods in spatial statistics, has allowed 

for the analysis of geographic data focused on monitoring and modeling the distributions of 

species, ecological relationships, and ecosystems across spatial and temporal scales (Elith and 

Leathwick, 2009; Kreft and Jetz, 2010; Millington et al., 2011). In this research, I employ a 

number of GIS methods and analyses of spatial data from emerging geographic technologies to 

understand the distributions of two avian species, and the ways these distributions are affected by 

particular environmental characteristics. 

The second theme of Biogeography that this dissertation research focuses on is Human and 

Environment Interactions. According to Millington et al. (2011), a growing subset of work in 

Biogeography is focused on relationships between nature and humans at varying scales (i.e., 

ranging from individual impacts on nature to the effects of societies on broader ecosystems). 

This type of work has been employed by academics in disciplines ranging from Political Science 

to Ecology to History, and often has a focus on conservation. Topics explored in this research 

focus include the way urban planning might result in habitat and biodiversity loss, or they ways 

animals and crops have become domesticated across areas through time (Millington et al., 2011). 

In this dissertation, I explore Human and Environment Interactions in three ways. First, the 

distribution of the two avian species studied in this research are affected by human threats to 

their habitats and ecosystems in southern Florida. The red-cockaded woodpecker has specialist 

niche requirements, and human expansion and urban sprawl has led to a loss and fragmentation 

of the longleaf pine ecosystem in which the species is endemic (Smart et al., 2012). Crested 

caracaras in Florida are part of a relict population left after the loss of prairie landscape in the 

state, and has become adapted to human-dominated, agricultural landscapes (Morrison, 2001).  
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Second, in one of my studies, I explore differences between two SDMs through a linear 

regression model, with landscape fragmentation metrics of natural habitat as independent 

variables. As urban and agricultural development are drivers of landscape and habitat 

fragmentation in my study area (Murrow et al., 2013), this study additionally borrows from the 

Human and Environment Interactions theme in Biogeography. Finally, the basis of the second 

and third chapters involves citizen science data, which touches on noteworthy subfields in the 

nexus of Social Science and Biogeography. For instance, the contributions and engagement of 

citizens in conservation efforts have been described as the democratization and decentralization 

of environmental management (Conrad and Hilchey, 2011). Moreover, citizen science data 

collection is an important type of engagement between recreation and enjoyment of the natural 

environment (Sullivan et al., 2009). 

In the following research chapters, I employ species distribution models and analytical tools 

in GIS to explore questions related to both phenomena in Biogeography and characteristics of 

spatial data. While I use GIS and spatial modeling methods to better understand the utility of 

fine-resolution environmental raster data and different types of species location data to answer 

questions about species’ distributions, I also used information about biogeographical 

relationships and ecological theories as a basis to better understand spatial data from two 

emerging data sources (lidar and Volunteered Geographic Information). Thus, the focuses and 

methods of these studies are rooted in a fusion of Biogeography and GIS & T, as spatial 

modeling approaches were used to better understand phenomena in the domain of Biogeography, 

but also used with biogeographical theory to shed light on underlying properties of spatial data. 

This dissertation approaches two primary research questions: (1) How can spatial data with 

different resolutions be used to improve species distribution models? and (2) Are wildlife 

observation data from citizen scientists valid, and what additional information can they 

contribute to species distribution models? 

1.2 History of Species Distribution Modeling 

Some of the earliest research in Geography focused on the spatial distribution of organisms 

and species’ responses to physical and environmental attributes of place (Elith and Leathwick, 

2009; Kreft and Jetz, 2010). In 1793 one of the first recognized biogeographers, Alexander von 
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Humboldt, explained in his Flora Fribergensis specimen: “Plant geography traces the 

connections and relations by which all plant are bound together among themselves, designates in 

what lands they are found, in what atmospheric conditions they live, and tells of the destruction 

of rocks and stones by what primitive forms of the most powerful algae, by what roots of trees, 

and describes the surface of the earth in which humus is prepared”  (Humboldt, 1793; translated 

in Nicolson, 1987). Based on a qualitative understanding of geographic features, the earliest 

recognized biogeographers (see, as cited in Kreft and Jetz [2010], the early works of von 

Humboldt [1806], Buffon  [1761], and de Candolle [1855]) drew maps and summarized data 

from their expeditions (Figure 1.1) to understand areas with similar plant assemblages, and then 

connected them to the influence of climate and animals (Kreft and Jetz, 2010). von Humboldt in 

particular was a frontiersman in the tradition of correlating observations of species to 

environmental features of place; he later developed the isoline technique in cartography that  

allowed for mapping the distribution of dominant vegetation assemblages relative to 

environmental characteristics across geography, and is also employed to map climatic attributes 

like temperature and air pressure (Nicolson, 1904).
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Figure 1.1 Alexander von Humboldt's 1807 Geographie der Pflanzen in den Tropen-Ländern (Geography of Plants in Tropical Land, public domain reprint), is one of the earliest 
species distribution models and details changing plant distributions in the Andes across elevation range 
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More than a century later, an impactful study by Joseph Grinnell (1904) detailed the 

environmental characteristics of areas inhabited by chestnut-backed chickadee populations 

(Grinnell, 1904). Though still qualitative in methodology, the study consecrated the term 

Grinnellian niche, which refers to the subset of environmental (in this case, specifically abiotic) 

conditions, at broad scales, in which the species is present (Soberón and Peterson, 2005). In his 

1927 book Animal Ecology, Charles Elton introduced a different definition of niche, which has 

since become known as the Eltonian niche, that focused on biotic and interacting components of 

habitat at the local scale: “the animal’s place in its community” (Elton, 1927; Soberón, 2007). 

Fifty years after these studies helped define the conceptual aspects of species distributions, 

quantitative methods, fueled by advancements in computational and statistical abilities, began to 

emerge to measure the relationship between species’ distributions and physical geography (Elith 

and Leathwick, 2009; Kreft and Jetz, 2010). As detailed in Elith and Leathwick (2009), these 

methods followed the development of statistical models, with environmental envelope models 

progressing to regression-based models and then evolving to machine learning models like 

Maxent. While the process of mapping species’ distributions now benefits from advances in 

statistics and computational technologies, the goals are still the same as von Humboldt’s and 

questions of Grinnellian and Eltonian niche remain the conceptual underpinnings for this type of 

analysis. 

Today, SDMs are regularly employed to support the most pressing conservation and 

environmental challenges faced globally. In their review of standards for SDMs, Araújo et al. 

(2019) found that published papers employing SDMs in conservation settings did so to: (1) 

model the suitability of areas after changes in climate or land use, (2) direct surveys for species 

in areas predicted suitable but without species observations, (3) evaluate the ability of areas to 

support populations of species, (4) identify and prioritize areas based on their conservation 

importance and potential, (5) evaluate areas that are susceptible to biological invasions or the 

transmission of disease, (6) suggest areas suitable for populations being translocated, and (7) 

predict areas suitable for restoration or predict the effect of restoring specific places. Another 

subset of papers that use SDMs does not employ them for biodiversity conservation, but rather to 

further explore their scientific merit through the development of new diagnostics to assess SDM 

quality or methods to improve SDM predictions, and alongside connections to ecological theory 
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as a basis for both developing and interpreting SDMs (Araújo et al., 2019). The research 

presented in this dissertation fits into this category, as I employ SDMs in coordination with 

spatial data methodologies to answer questions about the role and utility of two emerging spatial 

sources relevant to ecology, lidar for environmental input variables, and eBird for species 

presence data. 

1.3 Integral Components of Species Distribution Models (SDMs) 

While Species Distribution Models are employed for important conservation and 

management goals and are increasingly relied upon to understand spatial ecology in a changing 

Anthropocene, researchers have also been engaged in theoretical and semantic discussions about 

them (Elith and Leathwick, 2009). This dissertation directly addresses some of the challenges 

and disagreements within the field and integrates them into the study design, including issues 

related to presence and absence data, model thresholds, and scale (see discussions in Elith and 

Leathwick, 2009, Li et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2013). However, the most broad and basic of these 

questions, which is the basis of many of these issues, remains: What are SDMs really modeling? 

The simplest definition, I suggest, is that SDMs are maps that detail the geographic attributes of 

species presence. More complex definitions require discussions primarily regarding two factors: 

(1) the statistical, mathematical, or logical basis to estimate species’ distributions and (2) the 

input variables and data used to develop these models.  

The first factor involves the various types of methods and models used to estimate spatial 

characteristics of species presence. Examples in Drew et al. (2011) show that some SDMs are 

used to estimate the number of individuals within a species across habitat patches after factoring 

population dynamics and resource availability, while other SDMs instead represent the 

environmental similarity of places within a study areas to locations where the species has 

occurred. Some SDMs are based on uncertain or unclear definitions of the environmental 

preferences of species, while others, such as agent-based models, have temporal components and 

are based on the range of behaviors of individuals. Therefore, there are differences between the 

specific methods involved in SDMs that correspond to the particular utility of models and should 

be interpreted accordingly. In the following chapters, I rely on two SDMs based on correlative 

methods. First, the basis of all three studies involve Maxent, a popular machine learning-based 
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algorithm that calculates the environmental similarity of locations in a study area to the 

environmental conditions in locations were the species was recorded present. In one of my 

chapters, I also employ a multivariate logistic regression model, which outputs a map that 

estimates the probability of suitability by calculating the effect of environmental variables with 

data that contains both locations where the species is present and where the species is absent–or, 

at least, predicted absent.  

Pivotal aspects of the research questions and methodologies in this dissertation are related to 

the second factor mentioned: the independent variables (i.e., environmental rasters) and data (i.e., 

species observation locations) used as inputs to the models. These inputs define models in 

notable ways, which are present through the dissertation. For example, in the second chapter, one 

SDM I developed employed broader-scale variables of the red-cockaded woodpecker habitat, 

including land cover and elevation (Grinnellian niche factors). By comparison, I developed 

another set of SDMs with environmental attributes at a finer scale with a proxy for ecological 

relationships (Eltonian niche factors) using 3D characteristics of forests derived from lidar data 

to represent the structural aspects of forest stands. In the third and fourth chapters, I create one 

model made with scientific observations of species and another with observations of species 

from citizen scientists. Therefore, in combination with a variety of methods, the specific data 

inputs to models allow for a diversity of key characteristics of SDMs, each with a particular 

utility and interpretation.  

In the following dissertation chapters, I explore how models based on specific data inputs can 

help answer questions about the use of two emerging big data sources for SDMs: observation 

datasets from citizen science projects and spatial data from statewide lidar sources. Simply put, 

big data refers to datasets with particularly large volumes which limits conventional data tools 

and analysis. Given the scale of the current environmental challenges including unprecedented 

extinction rates and global climate change, big data in the environmental sciences has high value 

for ecological research (Hampton et al., 2013). Our research objectives were to understand how 

to leverage the information provided by these emerging big data sources for species distribution 

models.   
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1.4 Volunteered Geographic Information as an Emerging Spatial Data 

Source 

Before defining what Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) is, it is helpful to define what 

VGI is not. VGI is contrasted with so-called ‘authoritative’ data sources, and despite the fact that 

some VGI projects have been shown to be as trustworthy as authoritative data sources, particular 

aspects of data collection in a VGI framework make the distinctions between the data sources 

more evident, particularly given their intended use. Coote and Rackham (2008) provided a list of 

characteristics of conventional data, presented in by Sui, Elwood, and Goodchild (2012), which 

include:  

• Data were specifically created with a set of requirements for use in legal, private, or 

administrative realms 

• The data may be freely available, but usually there is a process for its dissemination 

(i.e., restrictions of access)  

• An organization manages the data for a specific purpose and might have prepared 

contracts with others who have a stake in the data  

• Data are gathered based on “established methods, standards, specifications, and 

practices”  

• Data are collected by a professional and paid staff  

• Quality of data is assured during the production of data, and some information on the 

quality is provided, typically in metadata 

• Data are protected by licenses, copyrights, or formal agreements  

• Data access is limited for reasons of “security, data protection, or commercial 

advantage”  

By contrast, as presented in Sui, Elwood, and Goodchild (2012), Bruns (2008) discussed four 

core characteristics of information collected in the Web 2.0 era (i.e., VGI), including:  
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• Data collection is community-based (using a broad definition of community, from 

citizens of a particular town to birdwatchers globally) and therefore not limited to a 

limited number of individuals typically representing a small number of institutions 

• Roles of data users and data producers are fluid, alternating between collector, 

reviewer, and arbitrator 

• Data are under continuous review  

• Data are typically more freely disseminated and often accessible via APIs 

These distinctions are present in the differences between the eBird dataset and the dataset of 

observations from wildlife professionals, which are a basis for the latter two chapters of this 

dissertation. eBird is one of the most popular citizen science projects—and by definition, VGI 

data projects. Through eBird, birdwatchers become data producers who upload data points on 

locations where they encountered avian species. These data producers are part of a global 

community of unpaid wildlife enthusiasts with a goal of contributing species presence data for 

conservation in a broad sense. Data from eBird have been used in a variety of ways other than in 

SDMs, including to better understand species migration patterns or responses to climate changes. 

There are important data quality control mechanisms in place through eBird, but generally data 

contributors are assumed to be untrained and are not expected to collect data with any specific 

protocol or within any particular time frame. Finally, the data are made freely accessible for 

anybody to download and analyze. Hence, while there are particular benefits to using eBird data, 

including data collection over a wide spatial extent and across temporal time scales, there are 

particular disadvantages that call the use of eBird data into question when developing species 

distribution models.  

Species presence data gathered by trained professionals (authoritative data, or often referred 

to in this dissertation as scientific data) has many noteworthy benefits. As detailed in Tye et al. 

(2016), wildlife professionals might be more invested than non-professionals in fieldwork and 

data collection endeavors with which they are particularly trained for and equipped. Furthermore, 

professionals may be more familiar with GPS technologies or use other tools used for data 

collection which may make locational data more trustworthy. Data from professionals might also 
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be less sensitive to local land cover administration, as professionals might be expected to survey 

remote areas away from parks and roads. Finally, trained professionals may be more likely to 

correctly identify species than data contributors to eBird. Hence, despite disadvantages of limited 

data with particular spatial coverage at specific time scales–attributes that might limit the utility 

of the data outside of its intended purposes–there are several beneficial characteristics of data 

collected by wildlife professionals. 

The goal of these dissertation studies was not only to shed light on the use of VGI in the 

domain of Ecology, but also to better understand the utility of VGI broadly as a data source. 

Hence, with respect to the differences between the two data sources just discussed, the research 

in this dissertation seeks to contribute a study design and findings regarding VGI’s utility as an 

emerging spatial data source for modeling species’ distributions, and broadly within in GIS & T. 

1.5 Scale and Spatial Data for SDMs  

Issues related to the scale of spatial data (i.e., the data’s resolution and extent) in SDMs have 

provided rich theoretical discussions. For example, Merow (2013) described the Modifiable 

Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) as it relates to SDMs: Study area boundaries of different shapes 

and sizes will include different patterns of environmental attributes, and thus a varying diversity 

of environments for models to discriminate suitable habitat. Therefore, models developed at the 

statewide extent will provide different estimates from those developed with national boundaries. 

Guisan et al. (2007) demonstrated that changing resolution of the same set of environmental 

variables had a range of effects on the quality of SDMs. Instead, I sought to contribute a practical 

approach based on the accessibility of environmental data derived from fine resolution lidar data. 

By providing detailed information on 3D attributes of space, across county- and state-wide 

extents, lidar has been monumental for environmental research. In Chapter 2, I sought to develop 

a method that approaches the scale-related issues that arise when this novel spatial data source is 

integrated in SDMs alongside spatial data with a coarser resolution.   

As discussed earlier, the extent and resolution of spatial data used for environmental 

modeling corresponds to the operational scales of ecological processes or characteristics. But 

further, the operational scales of these phenomena correspond to ecological levels of 
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organization (Aspinall and Pearson, 1996; Hebblewhite, 2008; Kamal et al., 2015). Species’ 

distributions are scale-dependent phenomena. At coarse scales of analysis, abiotic factors such as 

geology and climate influence the distributions of all species at the organizational level, but at 

finer scales of analysis, specific land covers influence species’ distributions at the population 

level; at even finer scales, biotic factors like prey or other symbiotic relationships influence 

where individuals of the species are found (Soberón and Peterson, 2005; Hebblewhite, 2008). 

Thus, for each biological level of analysis there are appropriate spatial and temporal scales of 

explanatory variables that affect species’ distributions.  

Figure 1.2 highlights two types of input data for SDMs with different resolutions. On the left 

is raster data with a 30-m resolution, provided by the USGS Gap Analysis program for species 

distribution research, and on the right is a point cloud of a forested area from a lidar data file 

provided by the USGS 3D Elevation program. Instead of lidar data having pixel resolution, lidar 

point clouds provide 3D information at the finest spatial scales available. Scale-related issues in 

previous research make including both types of variables in SDMs problematic. In a fusion of 

GIScience and Biogeography, I utilized resolution as a trait of GIS data to explore scale-related 

issues of environmental variables commonly used in species distribution modeling. 

Typically, SDMs are only developed at a single scale (with a single resolution) and it has 

become common practice to resample variables (manipulating raster data to a different resolution 

than the native one) when input rasters for SDMs have different resolutions. In the second 

chapter, I address this convention, which has significant effects on the representation of 

environmental phenomena. Resampling is particularly problematic with regards to the features 

derived from lidar, as converting the representation of 3D attributes from lidar data to 2D raster 

grid cells already results in the loss of information but becomes more problematic with larger 

raster cells. Thus, I sought to develop a method in which I avoided the pitfalls of including this 

fine resolution data in species distribution models with previously existing spatial data by 

utilizing inferences gained by analyzing lidar data at a fine resolution. Instead of resampling, the 

method introduced in the second chapter involves employing inferences about the relationship 

between environmental factors and species distributions at a broad scale in order to inform 

models about the relationship with a fine resolution. Thus, I operationalized the concept of scale, 
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Figure 1.2 Two types of spatial data used as input variables for Species Distribution Models 
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which has riddled theoretical discussions about species distribution models, in developing a 

method to incorporate spatial data with different resolutions in SDMs. 

1.6 Theoretical Underpinnings of this Research 

 Unified Neutral Theory of Biodiversity and Niche Theory 
 

A fundamental theory foundational to species distribution modeling is the Unified Neutral 

Theory of Biodiversity (UNTB), presented by Stephen Hubbell (2001). UNTB, like other neutral 

and null theories in Ecology and the life sciences, suggests that species’ distributions and 

community ecology are results of random walks, and that species’ survival, speciation, and 

dispersal rates are irrelevant to their distributions (Hubbell, 2001). By suggesting the 

distributions of species are not responsive to abiotic and biotic conditions within different 

environments, the UNTB stands in opposition and as a null hypothesis to the traditional Niche 

Theory, which is foundational to the theoretical background of species distribution modeling. In 

contrast to UNTB, Niche Theory builds on the Grinnellian (i.e., environmental) and Eltonian 

(i.e., community ecology) factors of species’ distributions discussed earlier (Soberón and 

Peterson, 2005). The Hutchinsonian Niche concept, developed by “Father of Modern Ecology” 

G.E. Hutchinson, brought together these two perspectives by explaining “niche” as an n-

dimensional space defined by two axes: one being scenopoetic and the other being bionomic 

(Soberón and Peterson, 2005).  

Scenopoetic, from the Latin word setting, variables are broad-scale by definition and are non-

interacting, Grinnellian variables including abiotic attributes of space including terrain and 

atmospheric conditions, providing a setting for the species over relatively wide time scales like 

generations of a population (Soberón and Peterson, 2005). By contrast, bionomic variables are 

those that are discussed in the Eltonian context and include biotic resources that interact with the 

species, including species sympatry and prey, at fine temporal and local scales (Soberón and 

Peterson, 2005). In more recent theoretical development of Niche theory, scholars have begun to 

include variables related to movement and the dispersal of populations as another defining 

variable of niche. This is because potentially habitable areas require both source populations 

(Soberón and Peterson, 2005) and the absence of barriers for a species to colonize suitable areas. 
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Figure 1.3 The BAM diagram illustrates the overlap of three variables that define a species’ niche  
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These three factors comprise the BAM (Biotic-Abiotic-Movement) model (Figure 1.3), an 

illustration of the three core components of a species’ distribution (introduced by Soberón and 

Peterson, 2005). Overlap of two of these variables also has ecological meaning, for example the  

term fundamental niche often refers to abiotic conditions suitable for species survival, and the 

realized niche for the overlap of biotic resources and abiotic conditions. However, if adequate 

source populations were not nearby or the niche was already filled by a different species 

(competitor or ecological equivalence), there would not be a niche available for the species. In 

the absence of specific biotic resources nearby, a source population might not be able to expand 

despite hospitable abiotic conditions. Finally, a source population might be limited from 

expansion despite biotic resources being in their favor because they were sensitive to abiotic 

conditions. By considering these variables which define the distributions of species, Niche 

Theory serves as a basis for SDMs, and the research questions addressed in this dissertation. 

In the next two subsections, I briefly introduce how Niche Theory engages with two main 

philosophies of Science: Hierarchy Theory and Positivism. Ecosystems, which are comprised of 

communities of species each with its specific niche, have been classic examples used to study 

systems. I discuss one framework recognized in system science, Hierarchy Theory, which is 

particularly useful given the relationships between biological processes, level of organization, 

and scale of analysis. In the first study, I used a scale-based attribute of environmental data used 

in SDMs, and an approach theoretically rooted in Hierarchy Theory, to improve models related 

to species niche (more broadly, distribution) by informing models with inferences across scales. 

All of the chapters, from my perspective, borrow from a Positivist epistemology of Science 

particularly as I explore species’ niches based statistical models that are inherently objective. 

However, the research direction of these studies does delve into questions prodded from a post-

Positivist epistemology with questions regarding the data that inform us (and the models) about 

species niche.  

 Hierarchy Theory and Scale 

In the first dissertation study, my research goal was to operationalize scale and the 

representation of species’ distributions at multiple scales. This approach is rooted theoretically in 

Hierarchy Theory, an important framework for environmental modeling that has been 
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particularly relevant to spatial suitability modeling/niche distribution models in ecology. Robert 

O’Neill et al. (1989) provided a seminal text that helped researchers understand ecosystems as 

hierarchical systems made of nested units that explain the flow of energy among interacting 

biotic individuals. The organization of ecosystems through Hierarchy Theory has allowed for 

studies of ecosystems at the system level, while also providing a useful theoretical background 

for environmental modeling projects at lower levels of analysis. This framework captured and 

formalized theories on ecosystems (introduced in scientific literature by Forbes, 1887). O’Neill’s 

theory proposal notes that constraints on species distributions occur at many scales of analysis. 

At the broadest scale, factors including climate and geology constrain distributions of species. At 

the finest scales, mechanisms in local ecosystems (i.e., symbiotic relationships) determine the 

distribution of individuals within a species. Thus, the distribution of species is constrained to a 

certain broad environmental gradient and is further defined by interacting components or 

mechanisms (i.e., symbiotic relationships) with other species. These are fine-scale attributes that 

might refer to mutualistic, competitor, or predator species that affect the distribution of the focal 

species. 

To ground the framework of Hierarchy Theory as it applies to Niche Theory, consider the 

niche of the red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW), the focal species in the first manuscript. At a 

broad scale, certain conditions ensure the life cycle for the species. For example, RCW 

populations have been found to be less robust in areas with prolonged rainfall: the species’ 

distribution responds to precipitation regimes which have broad temporal and spatial scales (Neal 

et al., 1993). At a finer scale, RCW populations are responsive particularly to longleaf pine 

forests, nested within areas that have appropriate climate conditions for the species (Walters et 

al., 1988; Walters, 1991; Smart et al., 2012). Furthermore, biotic mechanisms restrict individuals 

within the species at a fine scale, as individual woodpeckers rely on building their cavities in 

older longleaf pines that have bark softened by red-heart fungus; thus nested within forested 

areas nested within areas with appropriate abiotic conditions (Walters et al., 1988; Walters, 1991; 

Smart et al., 2012). Hierarchy Theory is the basis for the method I introduce in the first paper, 

scale-based background sampling (SBBS), in which I employ inferences about a species’ niche 
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based on constraints at a broad scale in order to improve models developed based on biotic 

mechanisms at a fine scale. 

From my perspective, the hierarchical concept of ecosystems helps ground the importance of 

scale, and thus Geography, in Niche Theory. The contributions of Geography to Ecology can be 

overlooked, but because this research focuses on species’ distributions, which are uniquely 

biogeographic, I find the conversation important. The BAM concept discussed earlier has an 

inherent geographic basis because biological components of niche (fine-scale components of 

space) are nested in broad-scale atmospheric, geological, and hydrologic factors, so their 

diversity and homogeneity are inherently spatial. Furthermore, movement factors, which refers to 

the accessibility of areas based on historic and current spread of the species and barriers to these 

including rivers, mountain ranges, and highways, have an explicitly geographic foundation. 

While Ecology is a basis for several aspects of this dissertation (for instance, the mutualistic 

relationship between longleaf pine and red-cockaded woodpeckers), it is species’ presence along 

particular environmental gradients across space and time which root the concept of Niche in 

Biogeography.  

 Positivism in GIS 
 

The third and fourth chapters have a theoretical basis not solely in the domain of Ecology 

(though both certainly rely on Niche Theory), but more broadly in the Philosophies of Science. 

The questions I explore regarding the validity and additional information provided by VGI, 

compared with data from authoritative sources, are inherently epistemological, prompting 

questions regarding the process of knowledge production, including most broadly: How do we 

know what we know? Given the basis of spatial modeling in this dissertation research, answering 

this question first demands attention to the epistemologies that underpin science involving GIS. 

Since it has emerged as a subfield of Geography, a historic criticism of GIS (and GIScience) 

has been its roots in Positivism (Lake, 1993). As defined by Robert Lake (1993), science from 

the positivist framework is inherently objective, strictly adheres to scientific methodologies, does 

not apply values to results or findings, and promotes the “ontological separation of subjects and 

objects” (i.e., subjects of studies and the researchers are independent of one another). In part, the 
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positivist character of GIS research comes from its development through the quantitative 

revolution in Geography and other fields. GIS was developed in order to apply algorithms and 

logic to geographic problem-solving, which was criticized as a one-dimensional, reductionist 

process. Human geographers and those from the field of so-called ‘critical GIS,’ who embraced a 

post-Positivist epistemology, felt that the development of GIS betrayed some of the core research 

priorities and methods within the field of Geography. GIS was lamented as opening the 

floodgates for reductionist scientific discussions and naïve empiricism, lacking in its ability to 

address complex geographic issues and methodological processes necessary to study Human 

Geography with the same ability as studying Physical Geography (Schuurman, 2000).  

Post-Positivists often point to power structures present in knowledge production through GIS 

and GIScience, including through authoritative or scientific data production (Sieber and Hakla, 

2015). Prior to VGI, geographic data production embodied power structures, since the wide 

dissemination of spatial data (such as land cover or census data) came from a limited number of 

commercial or civil institutions. Hence the production of data and subsequent analysis was 

centralized, which was considered exclusionary and undemocratic. Thus, GIS from a Positivist 

philosophy facilitated knowledge production (How do we know what we know?) based on data 

that were produced by a narrow group of people. While data from these sources also came with 

the confidence these datasets underwent appropriate quality control measures and were 

effectively representing reality, there were limitations to this type of data production. These 

limitations were embraced by the post-Positivist approach to GIS. 

Data production in a VGI framework is at odds with positivist practices and assumptions, as 

decentralizing data production increases uncertainty regarding the accuracy and quality of data 

(i.e., do they represent reality?). Through Web 2.0, databases have been built by decentralized 

flows of information provided by the public using smart phones. These datasets can completely 

transform GIS by providing fine-scale information about an endless range of useful information, 

including regarding the movement of people, shared community experiences, and even abstract 

spatial phenomena like neighborhood character or regional accents. As technology has flattened 

inequalities across the Earth, VGI has emerged as a way to give voices to those whose political 

or economic conditions may otherwise be drowned out or silenced. Against the Positivist 

framework, VGI can be employed by geographers in a less automated way that meaningfully 
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promotes public engagement and education. In addition to VGI data collection benefitting 

scientific endeavors through a novel big data source, crowd sourced geographic information can 

be the foundation of useful platforms, which range from the promotion of community gardens to 

traffic avoidance to natural disaster management. 

This dissertation research does not radically upend Positivism in the way those critical of the 

epistemology in Geography might appreciate. In fact, in the third chapter, I employ a Positivist 

framework as a basis of validating SDMs developed with VGI using data from an authoritative 

data source (i.e., the scientific model is a benchmark). However, research in both the second and 

third chapters, while noting differences between VGI and conventional authoritative datasets, 

objectively finds that citizen science data does provide additional and unique information 

compared with authoritative data on the representation of niche. As I seek to both operationalize 

scale through the epistemology of Hierarchy theory, and approach Positivist and post-Positivist 

schisms in GIScience, I believe the research questions and methods in this dissertation directly 

contribute to salient and relevant theoretical issues in the field of Geography and, more broadly, 

Science. 

1.7 Research Questions 

My intention in this dissertation is to highlight methodologies in which GIScience is used to 

answer important questions about emerging data sources in the broader field of Geography, 

while also providing contributions to Biogeography. Thus, as I suggested earlier, the focuses of 

these studies are not solely rooted in the domain of Physical Geography, but in the use of spatial 

data to shed light on underlying interrelationships of geographic data and information. Answers 

to our research questions thus have a broader impact than only improving models of species 

distributions, though these findings are valuable in that domain. Moreover, they provide insight 

as to how lidar data (3D representations of space) can be used alongside conventional geographic 

methods that have traditionally relied on raster imagery, and help assess the utility of emerging 

data repositories that collect data from the public (VGI) relative to authoritative, scientific data 

sources. 

Through the first research question, I propose an approach that investigates the utilization of 

spatial imagery data at multiple resolutions to understand niche variables at different levels of 
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analysis. The second and third research questions involve the use and accuracy of volunteered 

wildlife observation data at the observation and aggregated levels of analysis, which recognizes 

the attributes of species distribution models at two biological levels of organization (individual 

and population). The research questions explored in the following chapters within this 

dissertation include: 

Chapter 2 

a. How can spatial data with different resolutions be utilized in a complementary approach 

to improve the performance of SDMs? 

b. How can inferences gained at a coarser scale of analysis be used to improve models 

developed at local scales? 

Chapter 3 

a. How do SDMs developed with citizen science presence data (i.e., VGI-based SDMs) 

perform compared with those developed with presence data provided by scientists and 

professionals? 

b. In general, what factors or conditions influence the concordance/discordance of VGI-

based SDMs with respect to scientific models? (i.e., in what conditions do VGI-based 

SDMs perform reasonably well?).  

Chapter 4 

a. Relative to observation points provided by scientists and wildlife professionals, what 

additional information can wildlife observation points from citizen scientists contribute 

for species distribution modeling? 

b. What can the differences in the environmental characteristics of eBird points tell us 

about the species’ distribution and species presence data from citizen scientists? 
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1.8 Dissertation Organization 

The research chapters are presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. In Chapter 2 I present our study 

Employing inferences across scales: Integrating spatial data with different resolutions to 

enhance Maxent models. In this chapter, I explore scale-based background sampling (SBBS), a 

method that facilitates the utility of fine-scale lidar data for species distribution models.  

In Chapter 3, I present our study Assessing the differences between species distribution 

models developed with scientific data and those developed with data from citizen science 

projects. In this study, I developed an approach to calibrate and validate an SDM developed with 

citizen science data based on an SDM developed using a dataset from wildlife professionals. 

Finally, in Chapter 4 I present our study Evaluating and filtering volunteered geographic 

information using scientific datasets for species distribution models. In this study, I used the 

statistical measure of influence, along with inferences from a model developed with scientific 

data, to quantify the additional information provided by individual eBird species observation 

points.  

Finally, in the Conclusions section (Chapter 5), I highlight our results and methodological 

findings, as I link them to the central research questions and explain the broader merits of the 

work.   
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Abstract  

Challenges associated with developing species distribution models (SDMs) with high-resolution 

data (including from lidar) prompted our investigation into a complementary approach to 

enhance the performance of SDMs using spatial data with different resolutions. In our 

experiment we developed a model with Maxent (a presence-background SDM) with variables 

that had a 30-m resolution, and then used the output of the model to restrict the background 

sampling area for models developed with variables that had a 10-m resolution. According to 

common measures of model quality, this approach produced better models than both a model 

developed with the default Maxent background sampling area and a model developed using the 

conventional approach of resampling environmental data to a common spatial resolution. We 

then reviewed the ecological meaning of this approach and observed how model mechanics were 

impacted as restricting the background sampling areas led to background points that had a 

greater contrast with the presence points, and therefore different environmental characteristics 

than background points sampled from the default background sampling area. 

2.1 Introduction 

Species distribution models (SDMs) are important tools for environmental scientists and are 

frequently employed for diverse purposes, including as supporting evidence for conservation 

decisions and understanding environmental threats like climate change, habitat loss, and invasive 

species. Lidar data provide information about 3-dimensional attributes of habitat, which relate to 

forest structure and/or successional stages and thus can be used in SDMs as a proxy for the 

structural and biotic components of the species’ niche (Smart et al., 2012; Vierling et al., 2008). 

Despite the benefits of incorporating lidar data in species distribution research, processing these 

data is typically computationally expensive and thus often driven by specific needs (Vierling et 
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al., 2008). As such, models with fine spatial resolutions may be best suited for limited spatial 

extents compared to those developed using variables with coarser resolutions. In this study, we 

introduce an approach to improve models developed with fine resolution variables by employing 

inferences gained from a model developed with coarse resolution variables, at a broader spatial 

extent.  

We introduce our approach with Maxent, a commonly used algorithm for SDMs in the 

presence-background context (Phillips et al., 1997). Maxent is often noted for having predictive 

power that is competitive with models that use absence data, despite lacking information on where 

the species is not present (Elith et al., 2011). Maxent begins with a uniform prediction model which 

states that the species is equally likely to be present through the study area and uses a machine 

learning technique that contrasts the environmental characteristics at locations where the species 

is present with the environmental characteristics at background points (which are by default 

sampled from the entire study area). As summarized in Elith, et al. (2010), the resulting model 

minimizes relative entropy between the distributions of independent variables at presence locations 

and the distributions of independent variables at background points.  

One drawback of introducing fine resolution data to SDMs is that the variables used in the 

model may need to be resampled to a common resolution. Smart et al. (2012) modeled red-

cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis) habitat using lidar at a US Marine Corps Base in 

Jacksonville, North Carolina, and found that integrating lidar variables improved models; 

however, the variables had to be resampled to a coarser resolution in order to be included in the 

models with other variables. Alvarez-Martinez, et al. (2018) used a range of environmental 

variables to develop Maxent models for a number of vegetation types along the northern coast of 

Spain. However in order to include climate data in these models, Alvarez-Martinez, et al. (2018) 

needed to resample rasters to a finer resolution to be analyzed along Landsat and lidar derived 

data. Although it has become conventional to resample data with different native resolutions to a 

common resolution, this has important drawbacks, which include introducing uncertainty in the 

model and sacrificing detail about the independent variables (Dixon and Earls, 2009). 

Prompted by the challenges associated with incorporating fine resolution data in SDMs, our 

research questions were: (1) How can spatial data with different resolutions be utilized in a 

complementary approach to improve the performance of SDMs? and (2) How can inferences 
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gained at a coarser scale of analysis be used to improve models developed at local scales? One 

way that researchers have improved the performance of Maxent models is by restricting the area 

used to sample background points (needed as inputs to the model) to places where environmental 

characteristics are unsuitable to the species (Anderson and Raza, 2010; Barve et al., 2011). 

Published examples of this method, as detailed in Jarnevich & Young (2015), include restricting 

background-sampling areas with a minimum convex polygon around presence locations 

(Jarnevich and Young, 2015), limiting the background sampling area based on prevailing 

environmental conditions like Köppen-Geiger zones or ecoregions (Blanchard et al., 2015; 

Tererai and Wood, 2014; Webber et al., 2011), eliminating areas that are inaccessible for the 

focal species from the background sampling area (Elith et al., 2010), and by selecting 

background points only from areas within a set proximity from presence points (VanDerWal et 

al., 2009). We hypothesized that by removing areas predicted suitable by models at a different 

scale from the background sampling area during Maxent model development, the environmental 

characteristics of the background points and the presence points would be contrasted to a greater 

degree, which would result in improved model performance.  

Employing inferences across scales when developing spatial models is an important focus in 

spatial ecology which bridges theories of ecological processes with multiscale ecological modeling 

practice (Miller et al., 2004). Researchers may need to aggregate local observations to improve 

their understanding of broad scale patterns, or to extrapolate broad scale knowledge to better model 

local and individual systems (Bombi and D’Amen, 2012; Fernandes et al., 2014; Miller et al., 

2004). One scale-based characteristic of environmental variables is the spatial resolution, which is 

defined as the smallest distinguishable unit of the data (i.e., cell size for raster files). Data with a 

fine spatial resolution are used to model phenomena like geometric attributes of forest patches or 

the density of understory across forest stands, whereas data with a coarse spatial resolution 

correspond to broad-scale phenomena with larger spatial extents like ecoregions or climate regions 

(Clark et al., 2011; Holt, 2009). In our experiment, we sought to apply knowledge gained by 

analyzing niche models with a set of environmental variables with a coarse resolution to improve 

a model developed using variables that had a finer resolution.  
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

 Focal Species: Red-cockaded woodpecker 

The Red-cockaded Woodpecker (henceforth RCW), is a non-migratory woodpecker species 

found along the coasts of the Southeastern U.S. (Costa, 2002). In 1970, the species was listed as 

federally endangered facing three major threats: forest management, fire suppression, and 

urbanization (Hanula and Engstrom, 2000). As an obligate specialist species, RCW distributions 

are spatially bound by distributions of mature longleaf pines. Individuals excavate cavities in older 

longleaf pine trees (typically 80 – 120 years old, with the heartwood of the tree softened by red-

heart fungus) in coastal pine forests of the Southeastern United States (Smart et al., 2012; Walters, 

1991; Walters et al., 1988). Research suggests RCW prefer to construct cavities in taller trees with 

open understories (maintained by fire regimes), which are hypothesized to make cavities less 

accessible for snakes and other predators (Costa, 2002; Smart et al., 2012; Walters, 1991). 

Conservation efforts and research on the species are important because the species plays a keystone 

role in its ecosystems: an estimated 27 other species will reside in abandoned or usurped cavities 

the RCW excavates (Costa, 2002; Jusino et al., 2015). 

 Species Presence Data and Environmental Data 

Presence data for the RCW were recorded from 2000 – 2011 and provided by the Florida 

Natural Areas Inventory, a non-profit research organization at Florida State University that 

maintains state biodiversity inventories (FNAI, 2013). 1,858 RCW presence points within 

Florida’s statewide extent were classified in the dataset as ‘Active’ and used to train and test the 

30-m model. Because of the smaller extent of the fine-scale model, only 222 of these points were 

used to train and test the 10-m models. Six of the independent variables used to develop the models 

in our experiment were provided by the US-Gap Analysis Program (elevation, slope, aspect, 

Human Impact Avoidance, distance from forest edge, and land cover) and had a native resolution 

of 30-m (Table 2.1). The Florida Forest Service provided a raster of forest age that also had a 

native resolution of 30-m.  
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Variable Variable Description Data Source Resolution 

Forest Age 
Categorical raster corresponding to biomass stand age classified in 10-year 

intervals, derived from Landsat imagery 
Florida Forest 
Service (2013)  

30-m 

Land Cover 

GAP National Terrestrial Ecosystems 2011 includes detailed vegetation 
and land cover information for the entirety of the United States, 

representing 590 land cover classifications nationally and 102 land cover 
classifications within Florida 

USGS Gap Analysis 
Program 30-m 

Elevation 
Continuous raster, digital elevation model derived from the National 

Elevation Dataset 

USGS Gap Analysis 
Program, Gesch et 

al., (2002)  
30-m 

Distance from 
Forest Edge 

Raster layer which corresponds to the distance to the forested edge when in 
nonforested land cover or from the forest edge when within the forest 

interior 

USGS Gap Analysis 
Program 30-m 

Human 
Impact 

Avoidance 

Rank based variable in which lower values indicate landscape with less 
human disturbance 

USGS Gap Analysis 
Program 30-m 

Slope Dataset derived from the elevation dataset which reflects the slope (i.e., 
rise over run) of the area, reported in degrees 

Derived from 
Elevation raster, 

Gesch et al., (2002) 
30-m 

Aspect 
Categorical raster derived from elevation dataset which corresponds to the 

cardinal direction the area within each cell is facing (i.e., North-facing) 

Derived from 
Elevation raster, 

Gesch et al., (2002) 
30-m 

Vertical 
Complexity 

Index 

The VCI is based on the evenness of vegetation heights grouped in bins. 
Lower values of VCI indicate forest stands in early development stages 

while larger values indicate the uneven vertical distribution of vegetation in 
old growth forest stands. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed 
10-m Raster 

Standard 
Deviation 

Standard deviations of (first return) lidar points, hence representing the 
standard deviation of tree heights within a 10-m grid. Higher standard 

deviation indicates forest stands with a more uneven height distribution of 
vegetation. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Percentage of 
Ground 
Points 

Percentage of lidar points (from all lidar returns) classified as a ground 
point within a 10-m grid. Higher percentages would indicate a less dense 

vegetation understory. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Mean Height 
Mean height of first returns, hence representing the mean tree height within 
a 10-m grid. Large values indicate average vegetation height that is taller 

within each cell. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Entropy 
Entropy or unevenness of first returns, hence representing the evenness of 

vegetation heights. Cells with greater entropy have less consistent tree 
heights than those with smaller entropy 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Maximum 
Height 

Maximum height of first returns, hence representing the maximum tree 
height within a 10-m grid. Higher lidar maximum heights would indicate 

forest stands with taller trees. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Kurtosis 

Kurtosis of first returns point heights, hence representing the kurtosis of 
tree height within a 10-m grid. As kurtosis captures the sharpness of the 

distribution, cells with larger values indicate forest stands with one tall tree 
and shorter surrounding vegetation. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Skew 

Skew of first returns heights, hence representing the skew of tree height 
distribution. Cells with a larger skew have a more uneven distribution of 

tree heights, with larger trees, than cells with a greater number of trees with 
equally short vegetation. 

USGS 3D Elevation 
Program 

Processed to 
10-m Raster 

Table 2.1 Variables used in Maxent models developed in our experiment 
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We processed lidar data provided by the USGS 3D Elevation Program (average point spacing 

of 0.36 points/m2) to a 10-m raster using common forest metrics with the lidR package in R 

(Roussel et al., 2017). The 10-m resolution was chosen following a study conducted by Zellweger, 

et al. (2014), which stated the resolution would result in cells containing a sufficient quantity of 

lidar points to allow for the preservation of structural attributes of vegetation and habitat. Lidar 

forest metrics correspond to three-dimensional measures of forest stands, some of which are 

known to affect RCW distribution, including the Vertical Complexity Index (VCI), a measure of 

vegetation height similarity which can correspond to stand age dynamics (van Ewijk et al., 2013), 

and the percentage of ground points which can be used to measure understory density (Martinuzzi 

et al., 2009).  

 Methods 

Maxent models were developed using the dismo package in R developed by Hijmans, et al. 

(2017) using the cross-validation approach (with 10 model runs). The cross-validation method was 

chosen because it uses all presence data provided, randomly selected by Maxent as either a testing 

point or training point for each model run during model development (Phillips et al., 2006). We 

used a commonly employed product of Maxent, the logistic output, a raster (which has the same 

resolution as the model’s input variables) with values that range from 0.0 – 1.0 that correspond to 

the similarity of environmental characteristics of each location to the locations where the species 

was recorded present (Elith et al., 2011; Phillips et al., 2006). 

We developed one Maxent model with the extent of the state of Florida using the variables 

with a native resolution of 30-m (Figure 2.1). We then developed a model with variables from lidar 

data processed to a resolution of 10-m that had a spatial extent of Okaloosa County (located along 

the Florida Panhandle) which used background points from the default background sampling area, 

the entire study area. To use the output of the 30-m model to restrict the background sampling area 

for the 10-m model, we averaged the outputs of model runs from the 30-m model and clipped the 

averaged raster to the spatial extent of the 10-m model (Okaloosa County).  

We then produced three binary rasters (suitable/unsuitable) from the 30-m resolution model 

using three thresholds provided with the logistic output of Maxent. The first two were the 

minimum/maximum values of these thresholds: the minimum training presence threshold (0.006)   
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Figure 2.1 Maxent model for red-cockaded woodpecker developed using variables that had a 30-m resolution which had the 
spatial extent of Florida. Okaloosa County, in the map subset, was used to test our approach.  
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and the equal training sensitivity and specificity threshold (0.3761). The third was the mean value 

(0.1919) of all logistic thresholds provided by Maxent. The testing data omission rate is the ratio 

at which the binary suitable model (e.g. the model after the threshold has been applied) identifies 

cells with presence locations as unsuitable. Because the rate is sensitive to the threshold, the testing 

omission rate at the maximum threshold was highest (» 21.16%) and was lower at the mean 

threshold (» 8.18%), while at the minimum threshold there was a 0% testing omission rate (i.e., at 

this threshold all testing points were predicted suitable). We tested our approach with different 

thresholds based on the rationale that Maxent threshold values correspond to different attributes 

of model performance, and because the ecological meaning of the thresholds has been debated 

(Liu et al., 2005). The different background sampling areas are reported in Figure 2.2. 

We developed three additional models with the lidar variables and the full presence dataset, 

however, during model development we restricted background point sampling to areas predicted 

unsuitable by the averaged 30-m resolution model at the three thresholds. To address the possibility 

that spatial sampling bias in the presence dataset affected models, we developed three additional 

models using the same approach after employing the chessboard sampling method on the presence 

data (which led to 117 presence points used in these models). One benefit of the chessboard 

sampling approach is that testing and training samples are spatially separated so that evaluation 

statistics are not affected by their proximity. We presented the diagnostics of models developed 

with the chessboard sampled presence points alongside those of the models developed with the 

full set of presence points (however all other figures and tables are based on the models with the 

full presence dataset). In order to compare this approach, which we will refer to as scale-based 

background sampling (SBBS), to the common convention of resampling environmental data, we 

developed a resampled variable model with both the original 10-m variables and the 30-m 

variables resampled to a 10-m resolution with the nearest neighbor technique (selected to avoid 

influencing the model with an interpolation of variable values). 

We assessed the performance and improvement of model performance using the gain of the 

models, the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), the sample size 

corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) calculated using the ENMeval package in R 

(Muscarella et al., 2018), and the maximized True Skill Statistic (TSSmax) calculated using the  
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Figure 2.2 Background sampling areas for the model developed with 10-m resolution variables were determined using 
the output of the model developed with 30-m resolution variables. We compared three background sampling areas which 
were based on three thresholds. 
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Ecospat package in R (Broennimann et al., 2018). In Maxent, the gain of the model (detailed in 

Equation 2.1) is central to the machine learning process used to determine the prediction surface. 

When the gain value is exponentiated, it is the likelihood ratio of a typical presence point to a 

typical background point. The iterative model development process performed in Maxent depends 

on the gain as the model explores and determines the model’s solution. When the gain is 

maximized, the solution of the model best discriminates locations with observation points from 

background point locations. The gain is calculated by the following (Merow et al., 2013): The 

second term in Equation 2.1 is based on the predicted values at background locations. Through 

SBBS we expect there will be fewer background points in suitable areas where there are presence 

data compared with background points randomly sampled through the entirety of the study area. 

Thus, we will minimize term 2 in Equation 2.1, resulting in a larger model gain.  

 

 
The AUC is a frequently employed validation metric for threshold-based models; and in 

Maxent corresponds to the probability that a presence location chosen at random is ranked by the 

model as more suitable than a random background location (Phillips and Dudík, 2008). AUC 

ranges from 0 to 1.0 with larger numbers indicating a better model fit. AICc is an indicator of 

model fit that penalizes for complexity based on the number of parameters. Further, AICc values 

are comparable when models are nested versions of one another (smaller AICc values indicating 

a better model), which is the case for the models developed with 10-m resolution variables (Warren 

1. Sum of predicted suitability values 
at presence locations 

2. Sum of predicted suitability values 
at background locations 
 

3. Regularization Parameter 

Equation 2.1 Gain in Maxent, adapted from Merow, Smith and Silander 2013.The first term is the sum of the predicted values at presence 
locations, where M is the number of presence locations, z are the environmental variables at presence locations xi, and  ! is the set of 
regression coefficients. The second term is the sum of predicted values at background locations and reduces the gain as larger values are 
associated with background locations, N are the background locations and Q(x) are the environmental data values across the background 
area. The third term is the regularization coefficient, in which β is the regularization coefficient, and s2[zj] refers to the variance of presence 
locations on environmental variable j.   
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and Seifert, 2014). However, because AICc is calculated based on the number of presence points, 

the AICc values between models with the full presence dataset and the chessboard dataset are not 

comparable. Additionally, we provided the True Skill Statistic (TSS) which is calculated by 

Sensitivity + Specificity – 1 (Allouche et al., 2006) and thus requires a threshold to calculate: 

however, the TSSmax is found by determining the highest TSS value by testing all thresholds. 

Higher TSSmax values are used as an indicator of better model performance (Jiang et al., 2018). 

Finally, using the default model as a benchmark we compared each of the models developed with 

SBBS and the model developed with the resampled variables using the Warren’s I statistic. 

Warren’s I is reported on a scale from 0 (no overlap) to 1 (identical models) and is calculated by 

summing pairwise differences between the output surfaces at each cell (Warren et al., 2008).  

2.3 Results 

Generally, compared with the 10-m model developed using the default background sampling 

area (Figure 2.3), models developed with SBBS (Figure 2.4) found northwestern regions in the 

county were more suitable whereas the resampled variable model (Figure 2.4) found central areas 

of the county were less suitable. All models were in agreement that southern areas in the county 

had the highest suitability. According to Warren’s I, the least similar model outputs to the model 

using default background sampling was the SBBS model with the minimum threshold (I = 0.93), 

while the resampled variable model (I = 0.96) and the mean (I = 0.98) and maximum (I = 0.99) 

threshold models had higher Warren’s I values. While the default background model found VCI 

(31.4%), standard deviations of lidar heights (27.5%), the percentage of ground points (16.1%), 

and the mean height of lidar return heights (9.9%) were variables with largest contributions to the 

model, restricting the background area resulted in models with which VCI played a smaller 

contribution, as the other three variables were determined more important in calculating the 

model’s output. 

Model diagnostics in our experiment (Table 2.2) indicated that the inclusion of inferences from 

the broad scale model through SBBS improved the model in comparison with the default 

background sampling area (chessboard sampling the presence data did not affect these results). 

AUC (Minimum Threshold: 0.989, Mean Threshold: 0.953, Maximum Threshold: 0.937) and gain 

(Minimum Threshold: 3.5, Mean Threshold: 2.15, Maximum Threshold: 1.86) for the three SBBS  
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Figure 2.3 Model developed with variables that had a 10-m resolution and sampled background points from the entire 
study region (i.e., the default background). 
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Figure 2.4 Comparison of two approaches of incorporating fine resolution variables in models, scale-based background sampling 
and resampling environmental variables. Maxent models developed with variables that had a 10-m resolution which also had 30-m 
variables resampled to 10-m (top left), had a background sampling area determined by maximum threshold (top right), had a 
background sampling area determined by mean threshold (bottom left), had a background sampling area determined by minimum 
threshold (bottom right). 
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Table 2.2 Comparison of model diagnostics: models developed with the scale-based background sampling approach were better 
than the models developed with the default background sampling areas and the model developed with resampled variables. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 AUC AICc TSSmax Gain 

30-m Model 0.86 67107.57 0.6668 0.91 

10-m Model with Default Background 0.883 6939.01 0.72 1.23 

Minimum Threshold Model 0.989 7148.73 0.67 3.5 

Mean Threshold Model 0.953 6927.7 0.72 2.15 

Maximum Threshold Model 0.937 6920.26 0.75 1.86 

Resampled Variable Model 0.903 6833.72 0.74 1.49 

10-m Model with Default Background and Chessboard Sampling 0.87 3646.32 0.74 1.2 

Minimum Threshold Model with Chessboard Sampling 0.993 3727.82 0.66 4 

Mean Threshold Model with Chessboard Sampling 0.946 3639.16 0.7 2.07 

Maximum Threshold Model with Chessboard Sampling 0.932 3629.78 0.7 1.83 

Resampled Variable Model with Chessboard Sampling 0.89 3574.28 0.74 1.58 
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models were all higher than the AUC (0.883) and gain (1.23) of the model developed using the 

default background area. AICc values were smaller for the SBBS models developed with the 

background restricted at the mean (6927.697) and maximum threshold (6920.259) than the AICc 

values for model developed with the default background area (6939.013), though the AICc was 

larger for the model developed with the background restricted at the minimum threshold 

(7148.733). Similarly, TSSmax values favored the models calibrated with the background restricted 

by the mean (0.7225) and maximum threshold (0.7494) to the model developed with the default 

background area (0.6668). However, the model developed with the minimum threshold had a 

lower TSSmax (0.6683) than the default background model.  

The resampled variable model performed better than models developed using the SBBS 

approach with regards to AICc (6833.718), however the AUC of this model was smaller than the 

SBBS approach in all cases (0.903). The TSSmax for the resampled variable model (0.7424) 

preferred this model for the minimum and mean threshold model, though the maximum threshold 

model performed marginally better by this metric (0.7494). Finally, the gain of the resampled 

variable model (1.49) was lower than the gains of the models developed with SBBS. While 

comparing the models developed with SBBS, we observed that diagnostic measures of model 

performance were sensitive to the threshold used to restrict the background sampling area: AUC 

values favored the minimum threshold; the model gain, AICc, and TSSmax favored the models 

developed with the background restricted by the maximum threshold.  

2.4 Discussion 

We provide evidence that SBBS can deliver improved results when developing SDMs using 

spatial data with different resolutions. The 10-m models developed with the SBBS approach had 

higher diagnostic measures than the 10-m model with the default background sampling area. 

Further, we observed that models developed using variables at their native resolutions yielded 

similar and, in some cases, better diagnostic measures compared with a model developed using the 

conventional approach of resampling variables (Table 2.2). Variations in the results are useful to 

better understand the SBBS approach and to help determine which threshold yielded the better 

model. Though widely employed, the AUC is arguably an inflated diagnostic in this experiment 

particularly because in Maxent the background points (in lieu of absence points) are used to 
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determine the model’s Specificity. Hence, one reason that the model developed with the minimum 

threshold background sampling area had the largest AUC was that the background points came 

from the smallest sampling area of the three models, in areas predicted the least suitable by the 

broader scale model. 

Despite being developed with more variables, the resampled variable model had a lower AICc 

than the models developed with SBBS. Of the models developed using SBBS, the maximum 

threshold model had the lowest AICc. TSSmax was calculated using the presence locations and an 

equal number of background points (which were sampled through the entire study area) to 

determine Sensitivity and Specificity at all thresholds. According to TSSmax, the maximum 

threshold model had the highest performance of all the models that we developed. One reason the 

maximum threshold model may have had larger AICc and TSSmax is that background points in this 

model were sampled from a larger and hence more representative area, while still being restricted 

by SBBS. Thus, we hypothesize the model had more information about variables (relative to the 

other two SBBS models) to determine suitability, and consequently the model had better predictive 

and discretionary ability. Because the minimum threshold model had a higher gain and the largest 

AUC, and as the maximum threshold model had the smallest AICc and the largest TSSmax; there 

may be tradeoffs regarding the selected threshold, aspects of model performance (e.g. Specificity, 

Sensitivity), and model diagnostics that should be considered when employing SBBS. 

The information that is provided to Maxent in the SBBS approach is fundamentally different 

than the information provided to Maxent in the resampling context. When a Maxent model is 

developed using resampled variables (e.g., resampled variables are added to a model), additional 

relationships are determined between the environmental predictors and a set of presence points 

that has been partitioned as training and testing data. By comparison, through SBBS the 

information that is provided to the model is based on relationships between environmental 

variables and the entire set of presence points, which were calculated by multiple model runs in 

Maxent. A particular reason SBBS might be preferred to resampling variables is that there is less 

uncertainty using the variables at their native resolution (Dixon and Earls, 2009), though further 

work to quantify this uncertainty and compare it to models developed with SBBS might help 

understand the utility of the approach. Finally, while including resampled variables in models 

provides further information to explain the presence of a species, SBBS provides the model with 
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information on species’ predicted absence, which is usually lacking when researchers are 

working with presence-background models. 

The SBBS approach is rooted in mechanical aspects of the Maxent model but also carries 

ecological meaning. By comparing the distribution of environmental characteristics (visualized 

using the ggplot package in R developed by Wickham, 2016) within the background-restricted 

sampling areas and those within the default background sampling area, we capture the effect that 

restricting the background sampling area had on background points and model variables. For 

example, by reviewing the 30-m variables (Figure 2.5), we show the SBBS approach resulted in 

fewer background points from areas with older forests and longleaf pine land cover, which are 

known attributes of RCW niche (Smart et al., 2012; Walters et al., 1988). Reviewing the 10-m 

variables (Figure 2.6) confirms that through the SBBS approach, fewer background points were 

selected in areas with similar environmental profiles as the presence points (demonstrated using 

VCI, the most influential variable in the 10-m model). Hence, with SBBS, the distribution of 

environmental variables at the presence locations and the distribution of these variables at 

background points were contrasted prior to model development, which resulted in improved model 

performance. Additionally, based on the niche overlap statistics (Warren’s I) and differences 

between model outputs particularly in the northwestern part of the county, we found that limiting 

the background sampling through SBBS can help identify suitable areas for the species that models 

with default background sampling might underestimate. 

The gain of the models developed with SBBS was larger than the gain of the model with 

default background sampling and the resampled variable model (Figure 2.7). Another way that 

researchers have increased the gain in Maxent is by making adjustments to the regularization 

parameter, which is the penalization term (3) in Equation 2.1. The penalty reduces overfitting in 

models by ensuring that constraints on the independent variables allow for variability. The 

penalty is calculated based on the variance of the species’ presence on the independent variables, 

multiplied by the regularization multiplier, which is a parameter that has been demonstrated to 

improve model performance when tuned (Merow et al., 2013; Radosavljevic and Anderson, 

2014). The modification of the regularization penalty, which is based on the environmental 

characteristics at presence locations, is contrasted with SBBS, which is instead based on  
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Figure 2.5 Land cover and Forest age classes at presence points (left) and at 10,000 background points randomly sampled within the full 
background area and the background area partitioned by the three thresholds we tested (right)  
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information inferred from the background points. Future work might compare the effects of 

SBBS with the tuning of the regularization parameter and other methods that have been proposed 

to optimize Maxent models, as well as explore how these methods may complement one another 

(Merow et al., 2013; Phillips and Dudík, 2008; Warren and Seifert, 2014).  

While SBBS resulted in better models according to conventional measures, future work is 

needed to confirm the success of the approach. One limitation in our study design was that we 

only tested this approach with one species, and further research to ensure the approach is 

successful when modeling species that have key differences in their spatial ecology (i.e., a niche 

generalist) would help confirm its utility among taxa.   

2.5 Conclusions  

We introduced a scale-based background sampling approach that can be applied when 

developing SDMs using spatial data with varying resolutions. We demonstrated the approach 

improved models from those that sampled background points from the entire study area (the 

default in Maxent). In our approach, we utilized inferences and knowledge gained by analyzing a 

species’ distribution at a broad scale to improve models developed at a more local scale. By 

restricting the background sampling area used to develop a Maxent model at a local scale, the 

environmental characteristics at background points were more distinct from the environmental 

characteristics at presence points. We showed that this approach resulted in better model 

diagnostics and evaluated the differences the approach had to the mechanics of the model. Given 

the growing accessibility to remote sensing, lidar, and other environmental data, this approach 

might be particularly useful to researchers who are developing SDMs using variables that have 

different spatial resolutions. 
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3 CHAPTER 3 ASSESSING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SPECIES 

DISTRIBUTION MODELS DEVELOPED WITH SCIENTIFIC DATA AND 

THOSE DEVELOPED WITH DATA FROM CITIZEN SCIENTISTS 
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Abstract 

Although data gathered by citizen scientists and volunteers can provide information about the 

distribution of species across wide spatial extents and at fine temporal scales, there are few 

published examples in which species distribution models (SDMs) developed with citizen science 

data are contrasted with models developed with data from qualified contributors, such as 

scientists and wildlife professionals. In our experiment, we compared a model developed with 

eBird data to a model developed with scientific data, and then analyzed the differences in areas 

where the two models agreed and disagreed. We developed a regression model to understand 

how concordance between the eBird and scientific model was affected by different 

environmental characteristics across the study area, to characterize the type of areas where the 

eBird model and the scientific model performed similarly. Our results provide insight regarding 

the ways environmental characteristics of locations in different species presence datasets 

manifest themselves in differences between model outputs. The average concordance between 

the two models in all counties within the study area was 80% (and ranged from 65% – 95%); and 

based on statistical analysis the percent of model concordance between the two  models was 

affected by the proportion of developed land cover per county, the size of the elevation range per 

county, and the fragmentation of the species’ habitat. While there are several benefits to using 

citizen science datasets for species distribution models, researchers should also be aware of their 

limitations, biases, and differences compared to scientific data. 

3.1 Introduction 

 Volunteered Geographic Information for Species Distribution Models 

One important trend in the computational sciences through Web 2.0 has been the increased 

utility of human sensors as data collectors (Capineri, 2016; Hultquist and Cervone, 2018). When 

these data have geographic attributes, they constitute Volunteered Geographic Information 

(VGI), in contrast with more conventional authoritative data. These data types are primarily 
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distinguished by their collection methods. VGI is collected by volunteers, who are not required 

to have any training or specific background and often lack a specified protocol, while 

authoritative data are gathered by professionals with particular credentials who follow 

established approaches and procedures (Sui, Elwood, & Goodchild, 2012). Moreover, whereas 

authoritative data are often collected over specific time periods, such as part of research 

expeditions, VGI production often has an undefined time scale as data repositories are always 

open for data input (Sui, Elwood, & Goodchild, 2012). Additionally, VGI is typically freely 

disseminated once available compared with authoritative data, which often have limited 

accessibility to the public (Sui, Elwood, & Goodchild, 2012). For these reasons, VGI has been 

proposed to aid data collection for phenomena that have large spatial footprints and large time 

scales; however, validating data products developed with VGI using authoritative, scientific 

datasets is particularly important when using VGI data to understand pressing environmental 

issues (Fonte et al., 2015; Hultquist and Cervone, 2018). 

Species presence datasets provided through volunteers and citizen scientists, under the 

umbrella of VGI, can be valuable resources for conservation science by providing decentralized, 

comprehensive biodiversity data over broad geographic extents and long periods of time. 

Launched in 2002, eBird is currently one of the largest citizen science projects (Sullivan et al., 

2009). Through the eBird platform, volunteers upload lists of species they encounter with their 

locations, thereby becoming active participants in biodiversity conservation as providers of 

commonly used species presence data. The eBird project has been recognized as the reason that 

avian species are well-represented in large species occurrence record repositories, like the Global 

Biodiversity Information Facility (Amano et al., 2016). In under-researched areas and data-poor 

regions where the lack of technical infrastructure has previously led to gaps in knowledge about 

many species, eBird, and more broadly, citizen science projects, have emerged as possible 

solutions to these data limitations (Amano et al., 2016).  

Although provided by volunteers, species presence datasets from eBird have been employed 

in published scientific research, including studies to understand the distribution of invasive 

species (Trautmann et al., 2012), explore aspects of species evolution (McCormack et al., 2010), 

track distribution changes prompted by climate change (Hurlbert and Liang, 2012), and monitor 

populations of rare and endangered species (Clark, 2017). While eBird has quality control 
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mechanisms that are rooted in both scientific knowledge and machine learning (Kelling et al., 

2013; Sullivan et al., 2009), there is limited published research that assesses the quality of 

models developed with citizen science datasets relative to those developed with scientific 

datasets.  

The quality of VGI for environmental research has been explored in the context of 

monitoring algal blooms (Hultquist and Cervone, 2018), assessing the reliability of volunteered 

land cover classifications (Comber et al., 2013), measuring air temperature using smart phones 

(Muller et al., 2015), and recording radiation following the Fukushima disaster (Hultquist and 

Cervone, 2018). Few studies have specifically focused on the validation and comparison of 

citizen science data for species distribution models (SDMs), which are statistical models that 

estimate potential distributions of species across a study area using species presence locations 

and associated environmental data. Tye et al. (2016) found that SDMs developed with citizen 

science data and those developed with data submitted by wildlife professionals were comparable 

in quality; however, they noted models developed with citizen science datasets seemed to favor 

developed landscapes.  

Our research was focused on identifying spatial factors that led to concordance (both 

models agreed on the suitability and unsuitability of an area) and discordance (models disagreed 

about the suitability or unsuitability of an area) between the model outputs from eBird and from 

the authoritative –henceforth scientific– datasets. In our experiment, we investigated the 

differences in SDMs developed with eBird and scientific presence points by first calibrating the 

models with a model threshold (i.e., a value used to reclassify the suitability model to a binary 

surface). We then analyzed the two binary suitability models by reviewing the environmental 

characteristics that resulted in differences between the two models. Prompted by the growing 

utility of species presence data provided by volunteered wildlife projects, our research questions 

were: (i) how do SDMs developed with citizen science presence data (i.e., VGI-based SDMs) 

perform compared with those developed with presence data provided by scientists and 

professionals? and (ii) In general, what factors or conditions influence the 

concordance/discordance of VGI-based SDMs with respect to scientific models? (i.e., in what 

conditions do VGI-based SDMs perform reasonably well?).  
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 Crested Caracara 

We modeled distributions of the crested caracara (Caracara cheriway), a threatened non-

migratory bird of prey that occurs in an isolated population in southcentral Florida (Morrison and 

Humphrey, 2001). Historically the species was part of the dry prairie ecosystem, which has 

undergone significant land cover changes (Morrison and Humphrey, 2001). Caracaras are 

territorial and, in contrast to most avian species, spend significant time on the ground, making 

them sensitive to local land cover conditions (Morrison, 2001). Hence, though they may not 

prefer them, forests are hospitable land cover for them. While their preferred natural habitat 

included marshes, grasslands, and prairies, increased urbanization and agricultural/pasture 

expansion mean the Florida caracara population is now often found in areas with scattered trees, 

short/ground vegetation, and with a minimal understory or shrub layer—areas such as pastures, 

cropland, and cattle ranches. The scavenger species is also found feeding on carrion along 

roadsides, waste facilities, and near slaughterhouses (Morrison, 2001). 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

 Species Presence Data and Environmental Data 

The scientific dataset used in our study included 225 presence records for the crested caracara 

with input dates ranging from 1978 – 2013 provided by the Florida Natural Areas Inventory 

(FNAI), a non-profit research organization at Florida State University that maintains state 

biodiversity inventories. The original data were provided in the form of buffer polygons used to 

represent spatial uncertainty, but we used the centroid of these polygons as presence locations for 

use in Maxent. The eBird dataset was downloaded from the Global Biodiversity Information 

Facility. Because of the volume of data available across all years, we only chose data points that 

were recorded in 2017, resulting in 2,831 presence points (Figure 3.1). To confirm that the spatial 

footprint of observations was similar to those in previous years, we created heatmaps using 

presence data for every year from 2013 – 2016 (Appendix 3.1). Table 3.1 outlines the variables 

used to develop the models in our experiment. Four of the independent variables used in the study 

were provided by the US-Gap Analysis Program (elevation, slope, aspect, and land cover), and 

had a native resolution of 30-m. The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services  
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of eBird and scientific presence points 
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Table 3.1 Variables used in Maxent 

Variable Variable Description Resolution Data Source 

Forest Age 

Categorical raster corresponding to biomass stand age 

classified in 10-year intervals, derived from Landsat 

imagery 

30-m 

Florida Department 

of Agriculture and 

Consumer Services 

Land Cover 

GAP National Terrestrial Ecosystems 2011 includes 

detailed vegetation and land cover information for the 

entirety of the United States, representing 590 land cover 

classifications nationally and 102 land cover classifications 

within Florida 

30-m 
USGS Gap 

Analysis Program 

Elevation 
Continuous raster, digital elevation model derived from the 

National Elevation Dataset 
30-m 

USGS Gap 

Analysis Program 

Slope 
Dataset derived from the elevation dataset which reflects 

the slope (i.e., rise over run) of the area, reported in degrees 
30-m 

Derived from 

Elevation raster 

Aspect 

Categorical raster derived from elevation dataset which 

corresponds to the cardinal direction the area within each 

cell is facing (i.e., North-facing) 

30-m 
Derived from 

Elevation raster 
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provided a raster of forest age that also had a native resolution of 30-m. 

 Methods 

First, we developed two SDMs using the same set of environmental variables, one model used 

the eBird presence dataset, while the other used the presence dataset from the FNAI. Models were 

developed using the Maxent program with the cross-validation approach (with 10 model runs). 

The cross-validation method was chosen because it uses all presence data provided, randomly 

selected by Maxent as either a testing point or training point during model development (Phillips, 

Dudik, & Schapire, 2004). We performed our analysis using a commonly-employed product of 

Maxent, the logistic output, a raster (which has the same resolution and extent as the model’s input 

variables) with values that range from 0.0 – 1.0. Raster cells in the logistic output correspond to 

the similarity of environmental characteristics of each location (raster cell) to the environmental 

characteristics at locations where the species was recorded present (Phillips, Dudik, & Schapire, 

2004). Following model development, we compared models and analyzed environmental factors 

that led to concordance and discordance between corresponding cells of the two models using the 

SDMtools, raster, rgdal, and spatialEco packages in R. 

We assessed the performance of the models using the gain of the models, the Area Under the 

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), the sample size corrected Akaike Information 

Criterion (AICc), and the maximized True Skill Statistic (TSSmax). In Maxent, the gain of the 

model is central to the machine learning process used to build the prediction surface. When the 

gain value is exponentiated, it is the likelihood ratio of a typical presence points to a typical 

background point (thus larger gains indicate models with more discriminatory power). A 

frequently employed validation metric for threshold-based models, the AUC in Maxent 

corresponds to the probability that a presence location chosen at random is ranked by the model as 

more suitable than a random background location (Phillips & Dudik, 2008). AUC ranges from 0.0 

– 1.0 with larger numbers indicating a better model fit. AICc is a useful model diagnostic because 

it is an indicator of model fit that penalizes for complexity based on the number of parameters, 

with smaller AICc values indicating a better model fit. Additionally, we provided the TSSmax. The 

True Skill Statistic is calculated by Sensitivity – Specificity – 1 (Allouche, Tsoar, & Kadmon, 

2006; Ruete & Leynaud, 2015), and thus requires a threshold to calculate. However, the TSSmax is 
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found by determining the highest TSS value by testing all thresholds (Ruete & Leynaud, 2015). 

Higher TSSmax values indicate better model performance (Ruete & Leynaud, 2015). 

Following the initial model development outlined above, we created a binary output from the 

scientific model (converting numeric values of cells in the model from to a suitable/unsuitable 

classification) to use as a benchmark to compare the eBird model. We binarized the scientific 

suitability model using a threshold provided by Maxent at which 10% of training presence data 

were omitted (i.e., 10% of the presence points were in cells that had lower suitability values than 

the threshold and were thus omitted in cells classified as unsuitable). Then, our analysis was 

divided into two steps employed in an iteration for every county in the study area: a calibration 

and a validation step. For each county, we isolated the eBird model output in county i and extracted 

the eBird model within the remaining part of the study area, calibration i (all counties in the study 

area – county i). Within calibration i, we tested the percentage of concordant cells between the 

benchmark scientific model and the eBird model when reclassified at every threshold from 0 to 

the maximum value of the models (by intervals of 0.05) to determine which threshold resulted in 

a binary eBird model most similar (i.e., highest concordance) to the benchmark scientific model, 

which we will refer to as the optimal threshold. Thus, we calibrated the eBird model in a majority 

of the study area to the benchmark scientific model by finding a threshold for the eBird model that 

led to the highest model concordance with the scientific benchmark model. 

In the validation step we applied the optimal threshold to the eBird model output within county 

i and then evaluated its similarity, measuring concordance and discordance, with the benchmark 

scientific model. Thus, we used the threshold to help conform part of the eBird model left out of 

the calibration to the scientific model so that we could assess the reliability and consistency of the 

threshold, and the differences in model concordance, for every county in the study area. For each 

county i we reclassified the eBird output using the optimal threshold (determined in calibration i) 

and reported the percentage of concordant cells (corresponding cells that both models predicted 

suitable and those that both models predicted unsuitable) between the two reclassified outputs 

within each county. The concordance between the two models in each county, the percentage of 

cells with shared suitable/unsuitable values, was the basis for our comparison of the eBird and 

scientific models to understand the variation of model performance across the study area.  
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To analyze environmental trends associated with areas where the models agreed and disagreed, 

we explored the environmental characteristics in Area (A) both the eBird and scientific models 

determined as suitable (concordance), Area (B) both the eBird model and the scientific model 

determined as unsuitable (concordance), Area (C) the eBird model determined as suitable but the 

scientific model disagreed (discordance), and Area (D) the scientific model determined as suitable 

but the eBird model disagreed (discordance). We reported histograms of environmental 

characteristics in six counties, the three counties with the highest concordance and three with the 

lowest concordance between the two models, to understand how these attributes contributed to 

differences between the two models in these counties.  

We performed additional statistical analyses to better understand the environmental conditions 

that led to the variation in model concordance across the study area and to answer our second 

research question regarding areas where the eBird models perform well. We first explored the 

relationship between the percentage of concordant cells between the two binarized outputs per 

county and the environmental characteristics related to the model variables of the county. Further, 

we reasoned that factors related to fragmentation of the species’ habitat might also influence the 

concordance between the two models because human and wildlife interactions are more frequent 

in areas with fragmented habitats, possibly leading to more citizen science presence points 

(Stewart et al., 2003). Thus, because the crested caracara is often found in cultivated cropland and 

pastures (based on knowledge about the species and the distribution of scientific presence points), 

we isolated that land cover in our land cover dataset to derive habitat fragmentation statistics per 

county (using metrics provided by SDMtools).  

We then explored correlations between the percentage of concordant cells between the two 

models per county and the environmental characteristics, including habitat fragmentation 

measures, per county. Based on those correlations, we compiled a set of variables to develop a 

regression that incorporated both fragmentation measures and variables used in the Maxent model. 

With the regression model, we could estimate the variance of the dependent variable (percent of 

concordant cells between the two models) that is attributed to a set of independent variables. To 

complement the results from the regression model with insight on the effect of each independent 

model variable on model concordance per county, we additionally reported partial correlations 

(Agresti and Finlay, 1997). Partial correlations informed us about the relationship between the 
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percent of concordant cells per county and each environmental variable in the model after 

removing the effects from other variables. Further, partial correlations are determined after 

standardizing the variables, in terms of variance, instead of units the variable was measured in 

which is how regression coefficients are determined. This allows for direct comparison. We also 

reported the squared partial correlation, which represents the percent of variance in the model 

concordance per county attributed to each variable. Results from the correlation and regression 

models could provide information regarding which general factors and environmental 

characteristics influence the mismatch between models developed with the two different presence 

datasets, and to what extent.  

3.3 Results 

According to conventional measures of Maxent model performance including AUC, AICc, 

TSSmax, and model gain, the model developed with scientific presence data yielded better results 

compared to the model developed with eBird presence data (Table 3.2). The logistic outputs 

displayed similar spatial patterns (Figure 3.2), although the scientific model suggested higher 

suitability in the interior parts of the state, while the eBird model suggested higher suitability 

along the coast. Another general difference in the logistic outputs is that the eBird model 

predicted more areas suitable than the scientific model, while the scientific model attributed 

higher suitability values to a more limited area. This finding is related to the differences between 

the gain, and thus discriminatory power, of the two models. Maxent provides the contribution of 

each input variable to the model’s solution in a percentage to help assess the relative importance 

of the environmental predictors. The variables with the largest contribution to the eBird model 

were land cover (53.7%), elevation (31%), and forest age (12.1%). In the scientific model land 

cover (72.9%) and elevation (25.7%) contributed the most, while forest age (0.6%) did not 

substantially contribute to the model’s solution.  

The calibration phase, during which we determined the optimal threshold for the eBird 

model, yielded consistent results for every county in the study area: The highest concordance 

with the benchmark scientific model was found when the eBird model in calibration i was 

thresholded at a suitability value of 0.50 (Figure 3.3). When that threshold was applied in the  
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  Scientific Model Full eBird Model 

AUC 0.763 0.718 

AICc 8102.354 96159.69 

TSSmax 0.3408 0.1522 

Gain 0.5134 0.3257 

Table 3.2 Model Diagnostics 
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Figure 3.2 Maxent logistic outputs for model developed with eBird presence points (left) and model developed with scientific presence points (right) 
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validation phase, however, the percentage of concordant cells between the two models per 

county ranged from 65% – 95% concordance, with an average model concordance per county of 

80% (Figure 3.4). Geographically, coastal counties along the eastern part of the study area had 

greater discordance between the two models than counties in the southern and western part. We 

reported the environmental characteristics within six counties in the study area: the three 

counties with the highest concordance—Polk, Collier, and Hendry counties (Figure 3.5) —and 

three counties with the highest discordance—Sarasota, Hillsborough, and Lee counties, which 

are found along the eastern coast of the study area (Figure 3.5 cont’d). 

As land cover was the most influential input variable in modeling crested caracara suitability 

for both models, it was particularly important to analyze the spread of land covers within Areas 

A, B, C, and D in the six counties. From these histograms, we observed cells classified as 

developed land cover (open space-, low-, medium-, and high- intensity development) were 

generally predicted to be suitable by the eBird model, while the scientific benchmark model 

disagreed. We additionally observed that land cover classes including pasture/hay, cultivated 

cropland, hydric hammock, swamps, and prairies were sometimes predicted suitable by the 

scientific model, but concurrently predicted unsuitable by the eBird model. Particularly given 

these areas include environmental attributes that the species is known to prefer, we hypothesized 

that some areas predicted suitable by the scientific model but unsuitable by the eBird model were 

perhaps so pristine that citizens were less likely to access them to submit eBird observations. 

Further, we observed that these areas also included older forests stands and places with a 

relatively high elevation (hence less accessible to volunteers given thick understories and higher 

terrain). Thus, our results suggest that volunteers to eBird, in addition to being more commonly 

found in anthropogenic landscapes, might also avoid higher elevations and thick understories of 

old-growth forests, compared with wildlife professionals who might target specific areas known 

to be suitable for the species and are also expected to sample across environmental gradients. 

These differences in data collection manifested themselves in SDMs. 

Based on the histograms of environmental characteristics in Areas A, B, C, and D, we looked 

for Pearson correlations (Figure 3.6) for candidate variables to develop a regression. We 

corroborated the findings from the histograms and found that the percent of concordant cells 

between the two models and the proportion of developed land cover by county had a negative  
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Figure 3.5 (cont.) Map of model agreement and distribution of environmental characteristics in Areas A, B, C, and D in 
Hillsborough county, where there was high concordance between the scientific and eBird model 
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Figure 3.5 (cont.) Map of model agreement and distribution of environmental characteristics in Areas A, B, C, and D in Lee 
county, where there was high concordance between the scientific and eBird model 
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Figure 3.6 Scatterplots used to assess the relationship between model variables/environmental characteristics of counties and the percent of concordant cells 
between the scientific and eBird model per county (each point represents one county) 
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correlation (r = -0.378, p = 0.0752). This indicated that counties with higher portions of 

developed land cover would have the highest discordance between the two models. We 

additionally tested the correlation between the percent of concordant cells between the two 

models with the difference between each county’s elevation range and the mean elevation range 

of all counties (as a broad indicator of similarity among all counties), and found the relationship 

was positive and also significant at p < 0.05 (r = 0.449, p = 0.03146). This indicated that counties 

with a wider or narrower elevation range compared with the average elevation range of all 

counties had greater discordance between the two models.  

We then explored the statistical relationships between the fragmentation variables and the 

percent of concordant cells between the two models through correlations and regression. We 

found that the patch density (r = -0.598, p = 0.0025) and mean shape index of the cropland and 

pasture (r = 0.423, p = 0.0443) both had significant relationships at p < 0.05. Finally, we 

developed a regression model that included all four variables as candidate independent variables. 

However, because the mean shape index was collinear to the difference in elevation range per 

county, we removed it from the model. Hence the regression model made to help explain the 

percent of concordant cells between the two Maxent models per county included three 

independent variables: (1) the patch density of cropland and pasture/hay land cover per county, 

(2) the proportion of developed land cover per county, and (3) the difference between each 

county’s elevation range and the mean elevation range of all counties. The model (reported in 

Table 3.3) had an R2 of 0.65 and an adjusted-R2 of 0.59. Hence, approximately 60–65% of the 

variance in the percent of concordant cells in the scientific and eBird models per county could be 

attributed to different environmental characteristics (related to land cover, elevation, and 

fragmentation) within the study area. 

The partial correlation analysis (Figure 3.7) suggested that the model variables had generally 

similar effect sizes. We found that the difference between the county’s elevation range and the 

mean elevation range of all counties had the largest effect on concordance between the two 

models, a positive relationship (partial correlation = 0.62, p = 0.003) which indicates that this 

variable explains approximately 38.4% of the variance in model concordance per county and 

controlling for patch density of agricultural land cover and proportion of developed land cover, 

counties with elevation range sizes similar to the mean had the highest model discordance  
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Table 3.3 Coefficients and model summary for linear regression model with the percent of overlapping cells (between the 
scientific and eBird model) as the dependent variables and environmental factors as the independent variables 

 Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B St. 
Error 

Beta 

(Constant) 
Proportion of Developed Landscape 
Patch Density of Cropland/Pasture 
Difference from Mean Elevation Range 

0.88 
-0.27 
-46.40 
0.004 

0.034 
0.11 
14.30 
0.001 

--- 
-0.37 
-0.46 
0.48 

25.78 
-2.57 
-3.24 
3.46 

3.02e-16 
0.019 
0.004 
0.003 

Residual Standard Error: 0.05 on 19 degrees of freedom 
F-stat: 11.55 on 3 and 19 DF, p-value 0.0002 

Multiple R-squared: 0.65 
Adjusted R-squared: 0.59 
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(concordance increased as the difference increased). The patch density of agricultural land cover 

had a negative relationship with the model concordance (partial correlation = -0.60, p = 0.004), 

which indicates patch density explains 36% of the variance in model concordance. In counties 

with a patchier agricultural land cover controlling for proportion developed landscape and 

elevation range, the eBird and scientific models had less discordance. Finally, the proportion of 

developed landscape per county had the smallest, though still comparable effect size, a negative 

relationship (partial correlation = -0.51, p = 0.02) which indicates that approximately 26% of the 

variance in model concordance is explained by the portion of developed land cover per county. 

Controlling for patch density of agricultural land cover and elevation range, counties with more 

developed land cover had higher discordance between the two models.  

3.4 Discussion 

Our analysis suggested that although eBird presence data can be used to develop models with 

comparable diagnostics and similar suitability surfaces as models developed with scientific 

presence data, there were inconsistencies between model concordance that are related to 

differences between the two datasets. Further, while the patterns between the two suitability 

outputs were in many ways similar, when reclassified with a threshold selected to lead to the 

highest model concordance (i.e., the optimal threshold) there were varying degrees of 

concordance across the study area.  

The histograms of the counties with the highest and lowest model concordance revealed 

several noteworthy trends. Both models assigned highest suitability values for the species in 

agricultural landscape, in line with previous knowledge about the distribution of the species, 

however, there were some cells with this land cover that only the scientific model determined 

suitable. By contrast, the eBird model assigned high suitability values to many cells classified as 

developed land cover, in addition to underestimating the suitability of forested landscapes, 

including old-growth forests that were predicted to be suitable by the scientific model, and areas 

with relatively high elevations. Interestingly, a small number of cells were in locations classified 

as prairie, the last remaining areas of the species’ native ecosystem. Sometimes the models 

agreed on the suitability or unsuitability of these cells, but generally only the scientific model 
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predicted them as suitable (hence occurrences in this land cover were likely not present in the 

eBird dataset).  

Results from the linear regression and partial correlation analysis corroborated trends from 

the histograms, and findings from previous studies that have concluded that citizen science 

observation datasets, including those from eBird, have a spatial bias towards anthropogenic 

landscapes, compared with data collected by scientists or wildlife professionals (Kutner et al., 

2005; Li et al., 2019; Sullivan et al., 2009; Tye et al., 2017; Zhang, 2019). Additionally, these 

results might be particularly useful as a means to understand the sensitivity of the species to 

different degrees of human development. For example, the eBird model sometimes found less-

developed (open-space/low-intensity development) landscape as suitable, and though these areas 

may lack the necessary characteristics for survival of populations, they still might be hospitable 

for individuals, particularly for scavenger species given their reliance on carrion and roadkill 

(Morrison, 2001). 

Our statistical analyses additionally suggested that there was higher model discordance in 

areas where natural habitat for the species was more fragmented. Possible explanations for this 

include spatial sampling biases from an increased chance for interactions between eBird 

volunteers and individuals moving along a patchy landscape network, or the potential preference 

of eBird volunteers to live in areas with more greenspace and thus wildlife. Finally, the 

difference between the county’s elevation range and the mean elevation range of all counties had 

a positive correlation with the percent of concordant cells per model, indicating that eBird 

models were more similar to the scientific models in counties with an elevation range that was 

larger or smaller than average. We hypothesized that the models were more similar in counties 

with wider ranges of elevation because areas at the highest or lowest elevations were determined 

unsuitable by both models as they were more infrequent elevation values in the study region, as 

well as dissimilar from the elevation profile of both eBird and scientific data points. We 

additionally suggest that counties with a smaller elevation range might be more homogenous 

(i.e., entirely urban, entirely agricultural) leading to higher concordance between the two models. 

We hypothesized that the differences in data collection protocols led to areas of model 

discordance between the scientific and eBird data based on our exploration of model variables. 

While an eBird contributor might log the presence of a species during a walk around their 
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neighborhood or a local greenspace, scientists and wildlife professionals were perhaps more 

likely to have recorded data in areas they had identified as ideal natural habitats for the species. 

Because older forests often have denser understories, citizen scientists might have had limited 

accessibility in these areas, whereas scientists might focus more on these areas as pristine 

examples of the species’ distribution. Scientists or professionals also might be more likely to 

look for the species in less accessible areas of higher or lower elevation with a goal of finding the 

species in their known surroundings. This aligns with our findings on the relationship between 

model differences and habitat fragmentation. While citizen scientists might encounter the species 

and record species observations in fragmented landscapes as they are areas where human and 

wildlife interactions are more prevalent, scientists and wildlife professionals may be drawn to 

more pristine areas with less human development and ergo less fragmentation. 

These findings particularly help inform our second research question. Because areas with 

more anthropogenic landscapes and fragmented natural habitats might highlight the biases and 

sampling trends in species presence data collected by citizen scientists, they might be areas 

where VGI based models generally perform poorly. Hence, we posit that SDMs developed with 

citizen science data are most similar to those developed with scientific data in study regions 

where biases towards developed landscapes are not exacerbated by a high portion of developed 

land cover, natural habitats are less fragmented, there are a wide range of different environmental 

characteristics so that models have greater discriminatory power. 

The discrepancies between the scientific and eBird models, which are a reflection of 

differences in the environmental characteristics at presence locations, intersect a fundamental 

assumption of SDM development: imperfect versus perfect habitat use (Laurent et al., 2011). An 

implicit assumption when developing SDMs is that species only occupy suitable habitat, and that 

the species saturates all the suitable habitat over unsuitable habitat. However, in Maxent, the 

model’s solution is found based on the similarity of areas to the sites of the species presence. 

Thus, the scientific model, which generally assigned high suitability values explicitly to natural 

landscapes, predicted similar natural areas as suitable and all areas with developed landscapes as 

unsuitable. The scientific data might be more appropriate in modeling perfect habitat use. By 

contrast, the eBird model included more observations that were in a larger range of places 

compared with the scientific model, as observations were logged in natural habitats as well as in 
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developed landscapes, which can provide knowledge about a species’ imperfect habitat use. 

Thus, the eBird models might be better suited to understand attributes of non-habitat that 

influence the species’ distribution, including the species’ sensitivity to human development.  

While the scientific presence data might better model the natural habitat of the species, eBird 

models may represent changes in the species’ spatial ecology as the population adapts to human 

landscapes. Further, the eBird model might identify areas with the environmental characteristics 

appropriate for the species’ presence that lack the necessary natural resources for survival which 

might be better represented by the scientific model. However, Florida’s crested caracara 

population has now grown adapted and become reliant on agricultural landscapes. One 

ecological example that demonstrates that the species has become adapted to human landscapes 

and giving some credibility to the eBird model is that a part of the population’s foraging 

activities includes scavenging for road kill and finding prey in slaughterhouses, poultry houses, 

and municipal landfills (Morrison, 2001). Conservation researchers should clearly define the 

utility of presence datasets in representing the species’ distribution in consideration of imperfect 

and perfect habitat assumptions that define a species’ distribution. Further, these findings prompt 

discussions relating to what is being modeled in species’ distribution models, and how different 

data collection protocols might serve as a means to model species presence along these 

environmental gradients.  

In our study, citizen science data demonstrated broad utility for species distribution models 

and research. On average, the concordance between the scientific and eBird model at the county 

level was approximately 80%, indicating that when calibrated, model outputs were generally 

similar. However, this study also illustrates there are spatial biases that differentiate VGI from 

scientific data, which prompt opportunities for further research on the causes, implications, and 

methods to alleviate this effect such as filtering points in residential landscapes prior to SDM 

development. There also may be scale-based attributes of these biases that may facilitate a 

species presence like a small forest patch in a residential area near a larger forest. Finally, in a 

time where natural habitats continue to be altered by human development, VGI perhaps 

contributes to spatial distributions in human landscapes that may be underrepresented in 

authoritative scientific data, as the data collection protocol may have focused more on the natural 
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or pristine areas of the species distribution and underrepresent the species’ distribution in human 

altered landscapes.  

While our experiment provided insights into the differences between models developed with 

citizen science and scientific data, there were limitations in the study design that should be 

mentioned. Regarding the focal species of our work, it might be helpful to run this experiment 

using presence data of a species with a different spatial ecology as some behavioral aspects of 

the crested caracara in Florida, such as the species’ adaptation to human landscapes, may have 

affected results. Additionally, the presence datasets had different sample sizes, which we did not 

account for in the study design but may have affected results, although data size is an inherent 

difference between VGI and authoritative data. Moreover, the datasets had different temporal 

resolutions and were sampled over different periods of time. This could result in mismatches 

with the environmental variables, like changing land covers, and so future work might consider 

different ways to filter observations based on their collection dates. Further, the use of counties 

as areal units may have issues regarding the modifiable areal unit problem that might be 

addressed by performing the experiment again with different areal units. Finally, the methods 

were based on the benchmark scientific model reclassified using the 10% training omission rate 

threshold. Because threshold selection has become a contentious discussion in SDM literature, 

future analyses might elucidate how results respond to changes in the threshold selected for the 

scientific model.  

3.5 Conclusions 

Our research highlighted the way that differences between VGI and authoritative data 

manifest themselves in different data products. We explored the ways that species distribution 

models developed with presence data from scientists differed from models developed with 

presence data from citizen scientists and volunteers. We did this by calibrating the model 

threshold of the eBird model to the scientific model in a majority of the study area and assessing 

its transferability to a minority section of the study area. Hence, we assessed the consistency of 

the selected model threshold and then analyzed the cells of model concordance and discordance. 

Based on the calibrated model threshold, we found that the consistency of model concordance 

varied through the study region. While in some counties the two models had a concordance 
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greater than 90%, in others more than 30% of cells in the model were discordant. After exploring 

the environmental characteristics of areas where the models agreed and disagreed, we discussed 

how the model mismatch might be rooted in different sampling protocols between the two 

datasets. For example, more eBird observations were recorded in urban areas and neighborhoods, 

resulting in models that predict more populated areas to be suitable compared with models 

developed with data from scientists who collect more datapoints in more pristine, less publicly-

assessible areas. Researchers who employ VGI for species distribution models should be aware 

of the biases that may be present in data products and further research should be done to mitigate 

their effects. 
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Appendix 3.1 Density plots demonstrating that the footprint of eBird presence points for crested caracara is relatively consistent at 
annual intervals 
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Abstract 
 We used inferences from a species distribution model developed with a scientific presence 

dataset, along with the statistical concept of influence, to understand the utility of data from the 

citizen science platform eBird for species distribution modeling. We observed that Maxent 

models for the crested caracara (Caracara cheriway) developed with different presence datasets, 

one from eBird and the other from a scientific organization, had a 68% agreement. We then 

developed a logistic regression model using the eBird dataset as presence data, and with absence 

points sampled from areas predicted unsuitable by the Maxent model developed with the 

scientific dataset. From this logistic regression model, we measured the Cook’s distance for each 

eBird point and, in conjunction with each point’s predicted suitability value from the scientific 

model, we used K-means clustering analysis to categorize the eBird points. We then used the 

cluster containing points with the smallest Cook’s distance and highest scientific predicted 

suitability to create a Maxent model, which we found had a 90% agreement with the scientific 

model and also performed better than a model developed with the eBird presence data filtered by 

existing data review mechanisms. We then analyzed the environmental and geographic attributes 

of the clusters to further understand how eBird data points were different from the scientific 

presence dataset. Finally, we posited explanations for the differences between the eBird and 

scientific presence datasets and provided suggestions for the utility of these methods and 

findings. 

4.1 Introduction 

 VGI in Environmental Analysis 

Wildlife sighting datasets provided by volunteers or citizen scientists are examples of 

Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), data contributed by the public that contain 

geographic locations or spatial coverage (Sui, Elwood, & Goodchild, 2012). Data collection in a 

VGI framework is a cost-effective way to record useful information over wide geographic 

extents and long periods of time, and is also a way to support meaningful engagement between 

the public and the scientific community (Bonney et al., 2009). Foundationally, the collection of 
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data through a VGI framework is more decentralized and community-based, whereas 

authoritative or scientific datasets are gathered by trained and often paid personnel (Sui, Elwood, 

& Goodchild, 2012). Further, scientific/authoritative data are collected based on established 

methods, standards, specifications, and practices whereas in a VGI framework the roles of data 

users, producers, reviewers, and arbitrators are fluid, and formal training is not required (Bruns, 

2008). In this research, we investigate how these two types of data fit different species 

distribution models (SDMs) and then seek to understand the additional information provided in 

presence data from citizen scientists. 

Although few approaches to assess the accuracy of wildlife observation data collected by 

citizen scientists have been explored (Danielsen et al., 2005; Crall et al., 2011), species presence 

data have been employed in important and diverse scientific research. For example, Ramesh et 

al. (2017) used observation data from one of the most comprehensive wildlife sighting databases 

for citizen scientists, eBird, to critically evaluate results of niche models used for the IUCN Red 

List. Species presence datasets from eBird have also been employed to help understand the 

distribution of invasive species (Cardador et al., 2016), explore aspects of species evolution 

(McCormack et al., 2010), track distribution changes prompted by climate change (Hurlbert and 

Liang, 2012), and monitor populations of rare and endangered species (Clark, 2017). 

There are several reasons why data collected by citizen scientists contain more error, noise, 

and bias compared with species presence data provided through traditional, more methodical 

collection protocols. At a broad scale, factors related to human population density and economic 

geography result in underdeveloped and sparsely-populated regions lacking in wildlife 

observations from citizen scientists, even though these areas often host rich biodiversity (Amano 

et al., 2016). Locally, there are sociopolitical factors like private landownership that might 

impact the spatial distribution of reported species observations, given how they affect the 

accessibility of areas to the public (Cooper et al., 2000). In the case of eBird, one explanation for 

variability of data quality is that there is a range of expertise among data contributors, as 

seasoned bird watchers input observations to the same dataset as newcomers to the hobby (Yu et 

al., 2010). The misidentification of a species or the incorrect submission of coordinates could 

also degrade the dataset (Kelling et al., 2012). For these reasons, eBird has developed a 
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comprehensive data review process that can identify submissions of questionable data quality 

(Kelling et al., 2012; Sullivan et al., 2014).  

It is particularly important to assess the quality of eBird points (including their locational 

accuracy, species identification, and accurate representation of the species’ habitat) when 

analyzing and modeling species’ distributions. One technical reason for this is that eBird 

provides data that are appropriate for SDMs that do not require data on where the species is 

absent as an input to the model. For example, logistic regression models generate suitability 

surfaces by comparing environmental characteristics to both locations where the species has been 

observed and locations that are unsuitable for the species (Wisz and Guisan, 2009). By 

comparison, Maxent, a popular presence-background model, calculates a suitability surface for 

the species by contrasting the environmental characteristics at presence locations with those from 

the entire study area (Elith et al., 2011). Though Maxent models are in some ways robust to 

outliers, locations where a species is erroneously recorded as present can result in significant 

changes (Aubry et al., 2017). Thus, particularly when using VGI to develop SDMs that do not 

use absence data, data quality assessment and appropriate filtering methods are important to 

ensure the quality of data products. 

 eBird Review Process 

Thousands of volunteers have contributed millions of data points to eBird. As both the 

misidentification of bird species and locational accuracy are possible sources of error, eBird 

operates a two-step automated data quality and review process to efficiently identify and flag 

unusual submissions for further review by an expert volunteer (Kelling et al., 2012; Sullivan et 

al., 2014). The first step of the process is an automated flag mechanism based on patterns that 

have emerged from the frequency of previously submitted data on the species in particular places 

at specific times. For example, a submission might be flagged if the majority of a species’ 

previously submitted presence records for the species were in areas farther south because of 

migration patterns during that time of the year. 

The second automated filter that submissions undergo in the data review process is called the 

Occupancy-Detection-Experience model, which considers the environmental attributes at the 

observation location, the frequency at which the species has been recorded at this location, and 
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the expertise of the data contributor (Kelling et al., 2012). The model distinguishes between 

novice and expert bird watchers, an important factor in assessing data validity, particularly in 

unusual sightings of rare species. Finally, submissions that are flagged by these automated filters 

are reviewed by eBird’s international network of volunteer experts, who are knowledgeable 

about regional bird occurrences and will follow up with individuals who submit presence data 

requesting additional materials like photographs for validation (Kelling et al., 2012; Sullivan et 

al., 2014). 

 Research Questions 

An important facet of the eBird data review process in the context of this study is that 

submissions are validated based on inferences determined by past submissions to eBird. In our 

experiment, we explored properties of eBird submissions relative to inferences from a dataset 

developed by scientists and wildlife experts, to address the research question: (i) Relative to 

observation points provided by scientists and wildlife professionals, what additional information 

can wildlife observation points from citizen scientists contribute for species distribution 

modeling? Further, we explore (ii) What can the differences in the environmental characteristics 

of eBird points tell us about the species’ distribution and species presence data from citizen 

scientists? 

 To better understand the additional information provided by eBird data points, we employed 

the statistical measure of influence. Data points are of particular importance when their inclusion 

in statistical models results in changes to the fit of the overall model or the model’s parameter 

estimates. When these individual data points contribute unique or relatively rare information to 

models compared with the rest of the dataset, they can have important and disproportionate 

impacts on model outputs, and therefore they have high influence (Kutner et al., 2005). 

However, some of these points might also be candidates for a closer review of their properties 

and data quality assessment. In developing our experiment, we used measures of influence to 

characterize eBird points relative to their similarity with the larger eBird dataset and the 

scientific model.  

Through logistic regression, the influence of each eBird presence point on the model could 

be measured relative to the rest of the dataset. However logistic regression models require 
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absence data which are unavailable from eBird, which is why Maxent is a useful SDM approach 

with eBird datasets. To overcome the lack of absence data for the species, we developed a 

Maxent model with data from a scientific research organization to identify areas predicted as 

unsuitable for our target species. By selecting background points only from these areas, we 

created pseudo-absence data (Wisz and Guisan, 2009) with scientific authority. Using those 

pseudo-absence points and eBird presence points, we developed a logistic regression model from 

which we calculated the influence of each eBird point. We then used that measure to help answer 

our research questions and as a basis to evaluate additional information provided by eBird points. 

 Focal Species: Crested Caracara 

We modeled distributions of the crested caracara (Caracara cheriway), a threatened non-

migratory bird of prey that occurs in an isolated population in southcentral Florida (Morrison and 

Humphrey, 2001). Historically the species was part of the dry prairie ecosystem, which has 

undergone significant land cover changes (Morrison and Humphrey, 2001). Caracaras are 

territorial, and, in contrast to most avian species, spend significant time on the ground, making 

them sensitive to local land cover conditions (Morrison, 2001). Though their natural habitat 

historically included marshes, grasslands, and prairies, increased urbanization and 

agricultural/pasture expansion mean the Florida caracara population is now often found in areas 

with scattered trees, short/ground vegetation, and with a minimal understory or shrub layer, such 

as pastures, cropland, and cattle ranches. The scavenger species is also found feeding on carrion 

along roadsides, waste facilities, and near slaughterhouses (Morrison, 2001).  

4.2 Methods & Materials 

 Species Presence Data and Environmental Data 

The scientific dataset used in our study included 225 presence records for the crested caracara 

with input dates ranging from 1978 to 2013. The dataset was provided by the Florida Natural Areas 

Inventory (FNAI), a non-profit research organization at Florida State University that maintains 

state biodiversity inventories. The original data were provided in the form of buffer polygons used  
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Figure 4.1 Distribution of eBird and scientific presence points 
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to provide a range of spatial uncertainty, but we used the centroid of these polygons as presence 

locations for use in Maxent. We download the crested caracara presence dataset directly from 

eBird. Because of the volume of data available for the species, we used all data points that were 

recorded in 2017, resulting in 2,831 presence points. Figure 4.1 displays the distribution of eBird 

and scientific presence points across the study area. We confirmed that subsetting the eBird data 

by year resulted in similar spatial patterns of points by creating heat maps of eBird points subsetted 

annually over a four-year period (Appendix 4.1). Table 4.1 outlines the variables used to develop 

the models in our experiment. Four of the independent variables used in the study were published 

by the US-Gap Analysis Program in 2011 (elevation, slope, aspect, and land cover), and had a 

native resolution of 30-m. The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services provided 

a raster of forest age from 2014 that also had a native resolution of 30-m.  

 Modeling methods 

We first developed two SDMs using the same set of environmental variables; however, one 

model used the eBird presence dataset while the other model used presence data from the FNAI. 

Maxent models were developed using the stand-alone Java application with the cross-validation 

approach with 10 model replicates. The cross-validation method was chosen because it uses all 

presence data provided, randomly selected by Maxent as either a testing point or training point 

during model development (Phillips, Dudik, & Schapire, 2004). We used a commonly employed 

product of Maxent, the logistic output, a raster that has the same resolution as the model’s input 

variables with values that range from 0.0 to 1.0 that correspond to the similarity of environmental 

characteristics of each raster cell to the environmental characteristics at locations where the species 

was recorded present (Phillips, Dudik, & Schapire, 2004). We assessed the quality of Maxent 

models using the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC), a frequently 

employed validation metric for threshold-based models. In Maxent, the AUC corresponds to the 

probability that a presence location chosen at random is ranked by the model as more suitable than 

a random background location (Phillips and Dudík, 2008). AUC ranges from 0 to 1.0 with larger 

numbers indicating a better model fit. We also compared the test gain of the Maxent models, 

which, when exponentiated, is the likelihood ratio of a typical presence point to a typical  
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 Table 4.1 Input variables used in Maxent models 

Variable Variable Description Data Source 
Forest Age Categorical raster corresponding to biomass stand age classified in 5-

year intervals, derived from Landsat imagery (2014) 
Florida 

Department of 
Agriculture and 

Consumer Services 
Land cover GAP National Terrestrial Ecosystems 2011 includes detailed 

vegetation and land cover information for the entirety of the United 
States, representing 590 land cover classifications nationally and 102 

land cover classifications within Florida 

USGS Gap 
Analysis Program 

Elevation Continuous raster, Digital elevation model derived from the National 
Elevation Dataset (2011) 

USGS Gap 
Analysis Program 

Slope Dataset derived from the elevation dataset which reflects the slope 
(i.e., rise over run) of the area, reported in degrees 

Derived from 
Elevation raster 

Aspect Categorical raster derived from elevation dataset which corresponds 
to the cardinal direction the area within each cell is facing  

Derived from 
Elevation raster 
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background point. Through the model development in Maxent the gain is maximized such that 

the model solution best discriminates locations with observations from background locations 

(Merow et al., 2013). Hence, higher gains indicate models that can better discriminate between 

suitable habitat (as inferred by species occurrences) and the relative suitability of the rest of the 

study area. 

To measure the influence of individual eBird observation points, we brought the data into a 

logistic regression context. To build the regression model and understand the characteristics of 

eBird points relative to the scientific data, we created pseudo-absence points by sampling 10,000 

points, the number of pseudo-absence points recommended by Barbet-Massin et al. (2012) and 

the default number of background points used in Maxent. The pseudo-absence points were 

sampled from areas that were determined unsuitable by the scientific Maxent model after 

converting the continuous suitability output to a binary format (suitable-unsuitable) using the 

10% training presence threshold, the threshold value at which 10% of training locations are 

predicted to be unsuitable. After developing the logistic regression and examining diagnostic 

plots, particularly the environmental attributes of the pseudo-absence points, to assess the 

model’s quality we measured the influence of each observation on the model by calculating the 

Cook’s distance of each point.  

Cook’s distance is a common measure of statistical influence in the regression context found 

by calculating the effect of deleting a single observation point on the rest of the model (Kutner et 

al., 2005). Cook’s distance, as outlined by Kutner et al. (2005), is calculated by: 

!" =
∑ (&'( − &'(("))+,
(-.
/	123  

Equation 4.1 Calculation of Cook’s Distance for observation 4 (for 4 = 1,…,	5) is found by summing all changes to a regression 
model after deleting the observation. 678 is the jth fitted response value from the entire regression model and	678(4) is the jth fitted 
response value in the regression excluding observation 4. 9 is the number of parameters in the model, and	:;< is the mean 
squared error of the full regression 

 
We expected that eBird locations with more distinct environmental characteristics relative to the 

rest of the dataset would have larger Cook’s distances, as their rare attributes would have a larger 

effect on variable coefficients leading to differences in the fitted values of the rest of presence 

points. Hence, we reasoned that presence points that had larger Cook’s distances in the logistic 

regression would have more distinct environmental characteristics, and thus would be more 
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similar to the background points sampled for the scientific model and less similar to observations 

from the scientific dataset. 

While Cook’s distance can be used to identify rare and infrequent data characteristics, we 

reasoned that another important indicator of validity was the scientific model’s suitability 

estimate of the eBird presence locations. Thus, we extracted the predicted suitability at eBird 

locations from the scientific model. We then had two measures for each eBird presence location: 

(1) the suitability predicted by the scientific model and (2) the Cook’s distance from the logistic 

regression. By classifying all points based on these two measures, we aimed to isolate points that 

best matched the environmental profile of the scientific points, and then explore the points that 

deviated from those profiles (i.e., were more rare or infrequent, or in areas that disagreed with 

the scientific model) to better understand the additional information provided by the eBird 

dataset.  

We determined the subset of eBird points most similar to the scientific points, and classified 

others, by partitioning the entire eBird dataset into clusters using the K-means clustering 

algorithm with GeoDa (Anselin et al., 2006). K-means clustering is a widely-employed data 

classification method in which n data points with d attributes are assigned to one of k clusters 

(Han et al., 2012). Clusters are determined through an iterative process, during which data points 

plotted with input variables as axes–in this case, scientific predicted suitability and Cook’s 

distance in the logistic regression–are assigned to nearest cluster centers which are randomly 

selected in each iteration. Through each iteration, the mean value of the input variables for all 

points in each cluster is calculated, along with the within-group variation around the explanatory 

variables per cluster. Points are then reassigned until the within-cluster variation is minimized by 

the iterative cluster reassignment and cluster assignment is stable, or a maximum number of 

iterations is reached (Han et al., 2012). The number of clusters (k) is a parameter set by the 

researcher, and was determined using the elbow method (Ketchen and Shook, 1996), in which 

the ratio of the within to total sum of squares was plotted for a run of the K-means algorithm 

with k ranging from 2 to 10 clusters.  

We then used the cluster of eBird points with the highest scientific suitability value and 

lowest Cook’s distance value to develop a third Maxent model with the same Maxent settings 

and variables as our previous models. We measured the similarity of this model to the scientific 
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model and the model developed with all eBird points. The similarity between this model and the 

scientific model would provide evidence that the cluster of points was the most similar to the 

scientific dataset. We evaluated model similarity by calculating the overlap (i.e., percent of 

matching values) of the regression and Maxent binary outputs (suitable-unsuitable) based on a 

suitability threshold at which sensitivity and specificity of the test sample is maximized, chosen 

to address both the true positive and true negative rate. To understand how existing eBird data 

quality infrastructure changed the model outputs, we also removed the 150 flagged observations 

from the eBird dataset in a fourth Maxent model to compare its performance diagnostics and the 

output’s similarity to the scientific model.  

Finally, to most directly address our research goal of understanding the additional 

information provided by eBird points, we analyzed the environmental characteristics of points in 

each cluster and how they affected the Cook’s distance and scientific suitability values of the 

locations. Although the K-means algorithm is non-spatial, we also mapped the points by clusters 

and explored spatial patterns along the scientific and eBird model to investigate the geographic 

attributes of the point clusters. 

4.3 Results 

The scientific model and full eBird (Maxent) model both performed reasonably well 

according to AUC (Table 4.2), with the scientific model (0.75) slightly outperforming, but within 

the margins of, the full eBird model (0.73). The scientific model also had a slightly higher test 

gain (0.405) than the eBird model (0.349). According to the full eBird model, the most important 

variables were land cover (52.3%), elevation (35.1%), and forest age (9.9%); compared with the 

scientific model which found land cover (64.8%) and elevation  (33.3%) to have high importance 

in the model, while forest age (0.1%) did not substantially contribute to the model’s solution. 

The logistic outputs of the models displayed similar spatial patterns, with some differences 

(Figure 4.2, top row). While the scientific model suggested higher suitability in the interior parts 

of the study area, the eBird model suggested higher suitability along coastal areas. Some regions 

have very different predicted suitability values, including the southeastern and northwestern  
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Table 4.2 Model diagnostics to compare Maxent models developed in our experiment 

 Scientific 
Model 

Full eBird 
Model 

eBird model 
Minus Flagged 

eBird model 
(Only Clusters 4) 

AUC 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.85 
Test Gain 0.405 0.349 0.38 0.933 
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Figure 4.2 [Top Row] Maxent logistic outputs for crested caracara from models developed with scientific (left) and eBird presence data 
(right); [Bottom Row] thresholded scientific model output (left) and thresholded eBird model output (right) 
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Table 4.3 Percent of overlapping points when binary models were thresholded by the maximum sensitivity + specificity 
threshold 

 
Scientific 

Model 

Full 
eBird 
Model 

eBird model 
Minus 

Flagged 

eBird model 
(Only Clusters 

4) 

Logistic 
Regression 

Scientific Model 1.00 0.68 0.69 0.90 0.89 

Full eBird Model 0.68 1.00 0.96 0.76 0.76 

eBird Model 
minus Flagged 

0.69 0.96 1.00 0.77 0.78 

eBird model (Only 
Clusters 4) 

0.90 0.76 0.77 1.00 0.96 

Logistic 
Regression 0.89 0.76 0.78 0.96 1.00 
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coasts (where the eBird model predicted high suitability, yet the scientific model predicted low 

suitability). A general difference is that the eBird model predicted more areas were suitable than 

the scientific model, but the scientific model attributed higher values to a more limited area. 

Differences in the model overlap were more apparent when the threshold was applied (Figure 

4.2, bottom row), as 68% of cells from the full eBird and scientific model overlapped (Table 

4.3). When we plotted the eBird points on the scientific model output, there was a wide range of  

predicted values at eBird presence points (0.02 - 0.80; Figure 4.3), with many found in cells with 

low predicted suitability scores (75% of points had a suitability value less than or equal to 0.50).  

 The logistic regression model (Figures 4.4 and 4.5), developed with the full eBird presence 

data and absence points sampled using the scientific model output, had an AUC of 0.74. The 

thresholded model had an 89% overlap (Figures 4.2 & 4.4; Table 4.3) with the scientific model 

(compared with a 76% overlap with the full eBird model) and corroborated ecological 

knowledge about the species: known attributes of the species’ habitat had higher effect sizes and 

the profile of independent variables (Figure 4.5) agreed with the scientific model and showed 

preference towards agricultural/pasture, generally but not always in areas of lower elevation with 

younger forest stands or nonforested cover. Moreover, the pseudo-absence data had attributes 

that corroborate knowledge about areas the species avoid such as developed areas and high 

elevation places (see Appendix 4.2). Given these results, we had confidence that the logistic 

regression was appropriate to base our measures of influence. When we calculated Cook’s 

distance of the eBird presence points in the logistic regression, we observed the distribution of 

values was skewed (Figure 4.5). Hence, we log-transformed the values so their distribution was 

more normal and so that the resulting clusters would be less affected by extreme outliers and thus 

of similar sizes.  

Using the (1) log-transformed Cook’s distance and (2) scientific suitability values as 

independent variables, we determined via the elbow method that five was the ideal number of 

clusters for the K-means clustering of the eBird points. The algorithm determined clusters that 

ranged in number of points from 310 to 750 (Table 4.4), and had clear distinctions based on their 

Cook’s distance values and predicted suitability by the scientific model (Figure 4.6). In K-means 

clustering, point membership to clusters is on a relative scale. We used group membership to 
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Figure 4.3 Histogram of predicted suitability values by the scientific model at all eBird 
points in the dataset 
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Figure 4.4 Logistic regression model output (left) and logistic regression model output thresholded at 
maximum sensitivity + specificity threshold (right) 
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Table 4.4 Cluster attributes from the K-means cluster analysis 

  
Number 
of Points 

Standardized 
Cook’s D 

Standardized 
Suitability 

Within Cluster 
Sum of Squares Interpretation 

Cluster 1 750 0.34 - 0.69 269.94 
Low Suitability, 

Medium Cook’s D 

Cluster 2 639 -1.16 - 0.78 149.3 
Low Suitability, 
Small Cook’s D 

Cluster 3 568 0.69 1.40 234.52 
High Suitability, 

Medium Cook’s D 

Cluster 4 564 - 0.73 0.67 311.01 
High Suitability, 
Small Cook’s D 

Cluster 5 310 1.64 -0.46 153.54 
Low Suitability, 
Large Cook’s D 
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Figure 4.5 Summary from logistic regression (left) exponentiated parameter estimates from logistic regression, (right) histogram of 
Cook’s distance values for presence and pseudo-absence data points 
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Figure 4.6 eBird points classified by clusters plotted with both explanatory variables: Scientific Suitability and Cook’s Distance (top) 
showing the spread of values along scientific predicted suitability (bottom left) and showing the spread of values along Cook’s distance 
(bottom right) 
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categorize and understand the cluster attributes, but at an individual level some points have 

stronger associations and representations of their cluster than others (i.e., points at the center of a 

cluster compared with those on the fringe near points in other clusters). Cluster 4 (which 

included » 20% of all eBird points) contained the points with both high predicted suitability by 

the scientific model and the smallest Cook’s distance values in the logistic regression, hence, we 

concluded Cluster 4 contained information most similar to the scientific dataset.  

We confirmed this when we used the points in Cluster 4 to develop a Maxent model (Figure 

4.7), which, by contrast to the 68% overlap between the full eBird and scientific model, had high 

overlap (90%) with the scientific Maxent model (Figures 4.2 & 4.8, Table 4.3). This indicated 

that, through our research methods, we could isolate eBird points with a relatively similar profile 

to the scientific points, and thus identify points that were relatively more distinct. When we 

compared the model developed with only eBird points from Cluster 4 with a model developed 

with the full eBird dataset but without points that existing eBird data quality filtering 

mechanisms had flagged, we observed that removing flagged records did not result in a model 

with better diagnostics (Flagged eBird Model AUC = 0.73 and Test Gain = 0.38; Cluster 4 

Model AUC = 0.85 and Test Gain = 0.933; see Table 4.2) nor one that was more similar to the 

scientific model (overlap of 69%; Figures 4.2 & 4.8 and Table 4.3). Our results suggest that 

corroborating eBird points with authoritative/scientific data, compared with eBird data quality 

filters which are based on historic eBird submissions, result in stronger performing models that 

better align with scientific knowledge about the species.  

When we analyzed the environmental characteristics (specifically those identified as 

important in the Maxent models) of the scientific points (Appendix 4.3) and the five eBird 

clusters (Figures 4.9, 4.10 & 4.11), we confirmed that presence locations in Cluster 4 had 

environmental attributes most similar to the scientific dataset (i.e., low-elevation and generally 

more unforested areas, in land covers including agricultural and developed vegetation, shrub & 

herb vegetation, and forests & woodlands). We further explored the environmental 

characteristics of eBird presence locations along their Cook’s distance value (Figures 4.9 and 

4.11) and predicted suitability by the scientific model (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) in order to 

understand how differences in these characteristics might provide insight regarding discrepancies 

between the eBird and scientific model outputs. For instance, points in Cluster 5, the smallest  
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Figure 4.7 Maxent model output using eBird points in Cluster 4, with the highest scientific suitability and smallest 
Cook’s distance in the logistic regression model 
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Figure 4.8 Binary model outputs from Maxent models developed with the eBird dataset without locations flagged 
by eBird (left) and with eBird points in Cluster 4 (right) 
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Figure 4.9 Cook's distance (in the logistic regression) and predicted suitability in the scientific model classified by 
clusters across land cover classes 
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Figure 4.10 Predicted suitability by scientific model at eBird locations classified by cluster across elevation 
and forest age classes 
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Figure 4.11 Cook’s distance for eBird points in the logistic regression classified by cluster across elevation and 
forest age classes 
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cluster containing » 11% of the dataset, were in areas predicted unsuitable by the scientific 

model and had larger Cook’s distance values in the logistic regression, in part because points in  

this cluster had attributes most dissimilar to the scientific dataset—they were likely in areas with 

a combination of higher elevations, disproportionately older forests, and in a range of land cover 

classes that deviate from the known attributes of the species’ habitat. Hence the relative 

infrequency of environmental attributes of points in Cluster 5–particularly land cover–explained 

why these locations were in areas of low suitability predicted by the scientific model and had a 

larger Cook’s distance compared with the rest of the dataset.  

Points in Cluster 3 (» 20% of the dataset) were the only ones in the dataset aside from points 

in Cluster 4 that were in areas predicted suitable by the scientific model; however, they had 

larger Cook’s distance values in the regression model. All of the locations in Cluster 3 were in 

the preferred land cover of the species, and in many ways mirrored the attributes of points in 

Cluster 4, explaining the high suitability of presence locations. However, points in Cluster 3 did 

have proportionally more points in higher elevations than Cluster 4. Points in Cluster 1, the 

largest cluster with » 26% of the dataset, had a similar profile to those in Cluster 5, as they were 

in areas of lower scientific predicted suitability and also had a relatively large Cook’s distance. 

While Cluster 1 had the greatest number of points, these points had different environmental 

characteristics from one another: The cluster had the fullest distribution of forest age classes 

compared with other clusters, and also contained locations in the widest range of elevations in 

the dataset, that within-cluster environmental variation was relatively higher than in other 

clusters (Figures 4.10 & 4.11). Similar to points in Cluster 5, points in Cluster 1 were found in a 

wide range of land covers (Figure 4.9), including classes that were only represented by points in 

the unsuitable range, Clusters 1, 2, & 5,  in areas classified as developed & other human use, 

open water, and recently disturbed or modified areas.  

Cluster 2, containing » 23% of the dataset, contained points with a low suitability value 

based on the scientific model and a relatively smaller Cook’s distance in the logistic regression 

compared with Clusters 1, 3 and 5. We observed that the lower levels of influence may be 

affected by attributes of locations that were more unsuitable based on scientific inferences but 

also less distinct than those of Clusters 1 and 5. For example, points in Cluster 2 shared an 

elevation profile with  
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Figure 4.12 The spatial distribution of presence points from eBird classified by cluster 
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Cluster 4 that was more similar compared to points in Clusters 1 and 5. Land cover attributes of 

points in Cluster 2 may help explain the low predicted suitability by the scientific model 

considering that, in addition to Cluster 5, the cluster contained every land cover class in the 

dataset. Cluster 2 contained a relatively large portion of points in developed and other human 

use, and fewer points than other clusters in agricultural and developed vegetation. 

Some spatial patterns emerged when these clusters were plotted geographically (Figure 4.12), 

which is notable as neither the models nor the clustering algorithm had explicit spatial  

parameters or components. The points with the largest influence and low suitability values 

according to the scientific model (in Cluster 5) had a distinct spatial pattern, concentrating in 

patches on the fringes of the study area. This indicated that their environmental attributes were 

unusual, but so were their spatial locations. A related aspect of Cook’s distance is that points are 

less influential if they are more frequent, even if characteristics deviate from the norm. By 

comparing the spatial distribution of scientific points (Figure 4.1) and eBird points classified by 

cluster (Figure 4.12), we observed that points in Cluster 4 generally overlapped with the 

scientific points. However, there were also a number of areas that contained scientific points, 

with none of those classified in Cluster 4, but with points in Cluster 3, an indication that some 

points in Cluster 3 are perhaps more representative of observations in the scientific dataset and 

their spatial and environmental attributes than points in Cluster 4.   

Additionally, we observed that points from Clusters 1 and 3 and points from Clusters 2 and 4, 

respectively, generally occurred within proximity of one another. This is notable as Clusters 1 

and 2 were predicted unsuitable, while Clusters 3 and 4 were predicted suitable. We examined 

this further by exploring the proximity of predicted suitable habitat–defined by thresholding the 

scientific model to the lowest scientific predicted suitability value in Cluster 4–to points in 

clusters with low scientific predicted suitability (i.e., Clusters 1, 2, and 5) to understand the ways 

proximity and locational accuracy might affect the eBird dataset (Figure 4.13). We found that 

many of the points in these clusters were in close proximity (< 500 m) to suitable habitat, helping 

explain the occurrence; however, those that were not proximate to suitable habitat–determined 

by the scientific model–might be reviewed for errors given both their environmental 

characteristics and spatial attributes. 
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4.4 Discussion 

Our results demonstrate that while models developed with scientific datasets and eBird 

datasets might have competitive performance diagnostics, the VGI dataset contained different 

information that resulted in differences between the two model outputs. To better understand the 

additional information provided by the eBird dataset, we further examined these differences at 

the observation level through the cluster analysis using the scientific predicted suitability at 

eBird presence locations and Cook’s distance values in the regression model as input variables.  

Our analysis showed that 20% of eBird points, in Cluster 4, had similar attributes to the scientific 

dataset, and thus a high scientific suitability and small Cook’s distance, while others deviated in 

varying degrees from the environmental profiles at scientific presence locations (Figures 4.9, 

4.10 & 4.11). We found that the environmental characteristics of points in Cluster 4 corroborated 

scientific knowledge of the species’ habitat, and were in agricultural and unforested landscapes, 

as well as in flat and low-lying elevation. Geographically, we observed that points in Cluster 4 

(Figure 4.12) generally matched the spatial profile of the scientific points (Figure 4.1) and the 

thresholded scientific model (Figure 4.2). 

More complex than simply reliable or unreliable, results from the cluster analysis highlighted 

that eBird points deviated from the scientific presence data in multiple and distinct ways. The 

two variables used to develop the clusters have different implications. The suitability predicted 

by the scientific model (Figures 4.9 & 4.10) is affected by the environmental characteristics at 

eBird presence locations and how they match the environmental characteristics of the scientific 

data. By comparison, individual eBird observations with high influence were those that had less 

common or more infrequent environmental characteristics compared to the larger eBird dataset, 

in addition to how they relate to the pseudo absence points sampled from the scientific model 

(Figures 4.9 & 4.11). Hence, the cluster analysis helped us categorize locations based on 

environmental suitability inferred from the scientific model, and also based on the frequency of 

their environmental attributes in the context of both datasets. Further exploration of these 

observations can indicate if these points are infrequent but nonetheless valid, and thus of interest 

for SDM research; or if the points are infrequent because, at best, they do not reflect the habitat  
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Figure 4.13 Histogram of distance from suitable habitat for clusters of eBird points with relatively low scientific suitability, the 
threshold used to define habitat was the lowest predicted suitability value from points in Cluster 4 
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of the species and are not useful, and at worst, they misrepresent species’ habitat and degrade 

SDMs.  

 Points that were in areas predicted unsuitable by the scientific model in Clusters 1, 2, and 5 

had environmental characteristics that were more similar to the pseudo-absence points in the 

logistic regression (Appendix 4.2) than points in the scientific dataset relative to the other 

clusters. For example, a number of eBird points in these clusters were found in land cover cells 

classified as Open Water (Figure 4.9). While it is possible these points might be valid 

occurrences of the species–for example, a birdwatcher identified the bird in flight on a boating 

trip–they also could be the result of locational accuracy issues from a volunteer–in habitat nearby 

these areas with a less precise or even faulty GPS. However, independent of the validity of the 

observations, including these points in SDMs would result in misleading models as this species 

is not part of coastal or aquatic ecosystems. While in our experiment we used a common 

resolution and environmental dataset for SDMs, some of these cases also could be related to the 

spatial resolution of environmental variables in model development– for example, locations were 

in suitable habitat nearby water but the size of cells led to presence locations classified in Open 

Water– which could indicate a scale-based issue in the utility of eBird data for SDMs.   

Additionally, points with the largest Cook’s distance and lowest scientific predicted 

suitability, in Cluster 5, had a more distinct spatial pattern than the rest of the eBird points as 

these points were located in patches on the edges of the study area (Figure 4.12). Thus, these 

points represented more unique environmental characteristics (Figures 4.9 & 4.10) and therefore 

had high influence (Figure 4.11). After corroborating citizen science data with a scientific dataset 

using these methods, eBird can use findings like these to further improve its data review process. 

For example, eBird could use this method identify observation locations with high influence and 

low scientific suitability, that were also spatial outliers, and evaluate their utility and/or validity. 

For scientists and wildlife professionals, occurrences with a higher scientific suitability value, 

relative to others within the cluster, but without previously recorded occurrences, could represent 

frontier individuals to a new environment or individuals moving in hospitable corridors among 

habitat patches. Therefore, more attention might be given to the suitability of these areas to better 

evaluate these observations and thus better understand the spatial distribution of the species.  
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One plausible hypothesis to explain the relatively large Cook’s distance of points in Cluster 

3, despite being in areas of high suitability predicted by the scientific model, is that their 

environmental characteristics only slightly deviated from those of the scientific presence points, 

and those of points in Cluster 4, perhaps by only one variable. For example, a larger portion of 

points in Cluster 3 were in areas of >20 m elevation whereas most points in Cluster 4 and in the 

scientific dataset were found in elevations of <20 m. Another plausible hypothesis involves 

trends and potential biases from the scientific data across the study region, which may have 

manifested themselves in the areas used to sample pseudo-absence points for the logistic 

regression. There were likely more points representative of some subsets of environmental 

conditions where the species is present in the scientific dataset than others. Thus, some 

conditions which are suitable for the species may have been underrepresented in the scientific 

dataset, possibly in areas where there were scientific points but only eBird points in Cluster 3, 

not Cluster 4. Hence, the relatively infrequent environmental characteristics of these points in the 

scientific dataset may have resulted in these observations having a relatively larger Cook’s 

distance in the logistic regression, but their records in the scientific dataset resulted in the 

scientific model predicting these locations as suitable. Thus, many points in Cluster 3 likely have 

the same utility as points in Cluster 4 for SDMs and are more likely to be representative of 

locations where the species is present compared with points in Clusters 1, 2, and 5. 

The relative infrequency of environmental attributes of points in Cluster 1 helps explain why 

these points had low scientific predicted suitability and relatively large Cook’s distance values 

(Figures 4.9 & 4.11). Points in Cluster 1 were present at more forest age classes compared with 

other clusters, were located in higher elevations than other observations in the dataset and were 

found in a diverse range of land cover classes compared to the scientific presence points. 

Comparatively, the environmental attributes of points in Cluster 2 help explain why these points 

had a lower scientific suitability and smaller Cook’s distance values, as the attributes did not 

match the environmental profile of scientific points and were more common (this cluster 

contained a large number of points in Developed & Other Human Use) compared to the rest of 

the dataset. However, a number of points in these clusters were found in land cover classes like 

Forest & Woodland or Shrub & Herb Vegetation and may represent areas that are not ideal, but 

still suitable, for the species. Hence, we hypothesized that eBird points with attributes in Cluster 
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1 and 2 could likely be explained by differences in sampling protocols, as wildlife professionals 

and scientists likely survey for the species explicitly in areas that contain known attributes of the 

species’ habitat, while citizen scientists might log observations of individuals while on a walk in 

their neighborhood as well as nearby natural areas that are suitable to the species. 

We also found points in Clusters 1 and 2 were in close spatial proximity to points in Clusters 

3 and 4 respectively (Figure 4.12), and therefore many of these observations were nearby areas 

with a high scientific predicted suitability (Figure 4.13). Further, although there were 

considerable differences in environmental attributes, there were also many points in Clusters 1 

and 2 that shared environmental characteristics with those in Clusters 3 and 4. Hence, as we 

reasoned that locations in Cluster 4 were most like the scientific observations, and Cluster 3 most 

closely resembled points in Cluster 4, we hypothesized that points in Clusters 1 and 2 were from 

volunteers who encountered the species in nearby ideal or near ideal areas for the species, some 

of which were relatively more suitable by certain environmental characteristics, particularly 

points at the fringe of these clusters nearby Cluster 4 in Figure 4.6. Plausible explanations for 

these observations include both irregularities involving the observed bird and the citizen 

scientist. Perhaps the individual bird moved between habitat patches or was disoriented in non-

habitat areas, or perhaps the citizen scientists incorrectly submitted their location nearby suitable 

habitats where they observed the species. Based on our analysis of environmental characteristics, 

these submissions may represent areas where individuals are found but may not represent the 

areas with necessary conditions or resources for the population and thus, they may not be useful 

for SDMs. 

In summation, the eBird dataset provided a variety of additional information about the 

species’ distribution relative to the scientific dataset. Through exploring the environmental 

characteristics of eBird locations, clustered by their influence and scientific predicted suitability, 

we observed that eBird points fell into five different categories: 

1. Observations that corroborate the scientific data spatially, and are found in locations with 

environmental characteristics that reflect known aspects of the species distribution 

2. Observations in locations that almost match the spatial and environmental profile of 

scientific dataset, but to a lesser degree than others deviate from that profile (i.e., ideal, 

with exception of one variable) 
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3. Observations in locations that were hospitable but not ideal to individuals, and likely in 

areas lacking the necessary resources for the long-term survival of the species  

4. Observations in locations that were nearby suitable areas, but based on scientific 

knowledge are unsuitable for the species (hence either locational accuracy is 

questionable, or the species is traversing a non-habitat area between habitat patches) 

5. Observations in locations with unique spatial attributes and environmental characteristics 

that were the most distinct in the context of the full dataset and in areas that scientific 

knowledge suggest are unsuitable, and thus warrant data review  

To reiterate a point about K-means clustering, the point membership in clusters is relative. As 

this method was the basis for these categories it indicates that while some eBird locations were 

identified most clearly in third category (hospitable but not ideal), some points in that category 

were nonetheless in relatively more ideal areas and more similar to the scientific dataset than 

others. Still, these categories can be useful to help scaffold discussions about the additional 

information that observation datasets from citizen scientists can provide about species 

distributions.  

The differences that we explored between scientific and volunteered presence datasets 

intersect central conceptual questions involved when developing SDMs. Researchers have 

developed important theoretical frameworks to understand how different modeling approaches, 

along with their inputs, mechanics, and assumptions, might represent different aspects of species 

distributions. One assumption related to this experiment regards Perfect versus Imperfect Habitat 

Use (Laurent et al., 2011). The assumption refers to the tendency of SDMs to dismiss areas 

where the species might be present because these conditions were not perfect: They are not the 

ideal or best areas incorporating all necessary factors for the survival of the species. However, 

the crested caracara, particularly through the loss of natural prairie habitat, has become adapted 

and more common in human landscapes (i.e., agricultural), which would generally be considered 

imperfect habitat. As our findings indicate, the crested caracara might be found foraging along 

highway, corroborating findings from Morrison and Pias (2006) or in a neighborhood with non-

natural and imperfect environmental characteristics compared to the ecological knowledge of the 

species’ perfect habitat conditions. In consideration of this assumption, the eBird dataset might 

be employed when trying to model the broader spatial distribution of the species, areas of both 
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perfect and imperfect habitat, while the scientific dataset might be best used when trying to 

model areas specific to the species’ natural niche requirements, only perfect habitat. 

The methods employed in this research can help broaden questions of data quality for species 

presence dataset by offering multiple ways to characterize citizen science datasets. For instance, 

instead of assessing the reliability of eBird observations, we assessed their unique information 

based on inferences from the scientific model and relative to their frequency in the full dataset 

for a more specific characterization of the data. Broadly, the use of scientific data points as a 

benchmark to assess the quality of volunteered wildlife data points can both help guide the 

practice of citizen science data collection and provide a means to qualify knowledge from citizen 

science data for use by the scientific community. For example, based on our findings, eBird 

could require photos of occurrences from citizen scientists in areas where there were points with 

high influence and low scientific suitability. Conversely, scientists might be guided by areas with 

high influence to evaluate the sensitivity of the species to environmental variables, or to better 

understand the anthropogenic environments (i.e., suburban versus rural) where crested caracara 

are more likely to be present.  

There were notable limitations in our experiment. First, to ensure the method works across 

taxa, this analysis could be corroborated with a scientific dataset with occurrences of other 

species with different spatial ecologies. Second, the different temporal resolutions of the two 

datasets might have affected our results—the scientific dataset was compiled over several years 

with data input at inconsistent time intervals, compared to near daily input of data input from 

eBird over a single year. This could result in mismatches with the environmental variables, like 

changing land covers, and so future work might consider different ways to filter observations 

based on their collection dates. Finally, though often necessary in practice, model thresholds are 

an arbitrary and debated aspect of SDMs. The threshold used to determine the area to sample 

pseudo-absence points, as well as the threshold used to compare the model outputs, could be 

reexamined, and future analyses might examine a range of thresholds to test if the results are 

consistent or optimized at any particular threshold.  
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4.5 Conclusions 
In the case of SDMs, data collection protocols in a VGI context have many differences 

compared with those for authoritative data sources that manifest themselves in different data 

products. We found that inferences from a scientific SDM and the statistical concept of inference 

could help identify eBird presence points that were most similar to a scientific presence dataset. 

By exploring the remaining points, we could better understand these differences and the 

additional information provided by the eBird dataset. We found that eBird points deviated in 

many ways. For example, while one segment of points were outliers spatially in rare locations 

for the species to be seen, another subset of points was in areas that were likely hospitable for 

individuals to traverse but not the conditions necessary for the long-term survival of a 

population. This information can be used by eBird to build on their data filtering mechanisms or 

their data input infrastructure, by ecologists to better understand species’ sensitivity to nonhabitat 

areas and different environmental gradients, and by data scientists to better understand the 

differences between VGI and authoritative data.  
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Appendix 4.1 Density plots demonstrating that the footprint of eBird presence points for crested caracara is relatively consistent at 
annual intervals 
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Appendix 4.2 Environmental characteristics at presence and pseudo-absence points from the regression model 
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Appendix 4.3 Environmental characteristics of Crested Caracara presence points from Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI) 
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CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
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4.6 Summary of Research Questions and Study Objectives 
In Chapter 1, I detailed my research goals in this dissertation and contextualized the work 

within the field of Geography. I explored the following research questions in this dissertation: 

(1) How can spatial data with different resolutions be used to improve species 

distribution models?  

(2) Are wildlife observation data from citizen scientists valid, and what additional 

information can they contribute to species distribution models? 

I suggested that this research intersected two subfields in Geography: GIScience (basing our 

methodologies on geographic data analysis) and Biogeography (providing the context to link 

ecological theory, spatial data methods, and the environmental characteristics of species’ niche). 

I aimed to contribute knowledge about the use of two emerging big data sources in Geography. 

In the first chapter, I presented a method of working with fine-resolution environmental data 

from lidar that additionally approached issues of scale in Ecology and Environmental Modeling. 

In the second and third chapters, I explored characteristics of VGI in species distribution models 

through the manipulation of spatial models and their individual components (i.e., thresholds, 

absence data). While these studies contributed knowledge about spatial modeling and GIScience 

for Biogeography, I also suggest that the methodologies employed in these studies helped us 

better understand big data sources in ways that can be broadly applied in Geography.  

4.7 Contextualizing Research within GIScience and Biogeography 
My study design and research findings have made contributions to the fields of 

Biogeography and GIScience in the following ways: 

A. In Chapter 2, I introduced a new modeling method that approached a common scale-

related issue, input variables with different spatial resolutions, in species distribution 

modeling. These issues are particularly salient given the increased accessibility to fine-

scale environmental data from lidar. This method, which I called scale-based background 

sampling (SBBS), involved manipulating inputs (i.e., the sampling area for background 

points) for Maxent models developed at a fine scale based on inferences found at a 
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broader scale of analysis. Additionally, this study involved the inclusion of biotic 

components of species niche in SDMs, which has been a particularly relevant challenge 

given that biotic interactions influence species distributions at finer scales than abiotic 

ones. Employing this method improved models compared with conventional approaches 

of working with data at varying resolutions and an understanding of the species’ spatial 

ecology helped corroborate our results and give us confidence in the model improvement 

mechanisms. Finally, while many have suggested there is a disconnect between various 

methods to improve SDMs and ecological theory, from my perspective SBBS is rooted in 

both. 

B. In Chapter 3, I evaluated differences between a species distribution model developed 

with citizen science data and one developed with data collected by scientists and wildlife 

professionals. To compare the differences and similarities between these two model 

outputs, I focused on an integral aspect of SDMs: the threshold used to binarize model 

outputs. By determining the model threshold at which the binarized eBird model had the 

highest overlap with the scientific model, I was able to analyze model differences across 

space at the, for lack of a better term, best-case scenario for the VGI model. Thus, I used 

a model based on scientific, or authoritative, data as a benchmark to understand the type 

of areas where VGI-based models perform similarly or dissimilarly. Based on prior 

scientific knowledge about the species, I could confirm areas the scientific model 

predicted suitable. However, given that past work has found the species has become 

adapted to human environments, I also recognized the eBird model could be uniquely 

useful to understand the species’ sensitivity to varying degrees of human development 

and anthropogenic landscapes. Thus, connecting domain knowledge to spatial modeling 

methods allowed me to understand more about the utility of species distribution models 

developed with citizen science data.  

C. In Chapter 4, I began with a premise that the statistical measure of influence can help 

shed light on the quality of eBird points for species distribution models. However, I was 

limited in using this measure because I did not have absence data for the species to 

develop a regression model. To overcome this issue, I created pseudo-absence points by 

sampling locations from areas predicted unsuitable by the scientific model. Hence, I was 
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able to create pseudo-absence points with scientific authority to use in a regression model 

with the eBird presence points. After I categorized the points based on each eBird 

location’s influence (measured by Cook’s distance) and its predicted suitability from the 

scientific model, I investigated the environmental characteristics of each group. I 

concluded that the environmental characteristics of some eBird locations matched or 

closely matched the environmental profile of observation locations from scientists or 

wildlife professionals, while some of the locations warrant data review, and others were 

likely in hospitable areas but without necessary attributes of niche. Thus, I used 

knowledge from Biogeography fused with spatial modeling methods to help understand 

information about VGI data at the individual level.  

4.8 Broader Contributions 
This dissertation work also contributes more broadly than to the domains of Ecology, 

GIScience, and Biogeography. While I provided a practical approach to integrate lidar data in 

SDMs, I also developed a method in which inferences were employed across scales to enhance 

models. Thus, the merit of the study is in the production of knowledge through the synthesis of 

information from modeling environmental phenomenon at different scales. As many phenomena 

occur at multiple spatial scales, this type of approach could be implemented to better understand 

a range of environmental, social, and economic issues.  

I approached important data quality issues with VGI at two levels of analysis. First, I 

explored VGI at the aggregate level, by investigating the overall difference between models 

made with scientific data and those made with eBird data. In Chapter 3, I found that on a per 

county basis, there was an average of 80% concordance between models made with scientific 

data and those made with eBird data. Hence, in some areas eBird models performed very well, as 

more than 90% of cells were concordant with the scientific model, but in others the models 

performed worse as less than 70% of cells were concordant. Upon further analysis, I identified 

particular environmental characteristics–percent of developed land cover, elevation ranges, 

habitat fragmentation–that led to model discordance. In my methods to understand concordance 

between VGI and scientific based SDMs, I recognized eBird based models performed well in 

certain areas and that particular geographic characteristics made model performance variable 
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across space. Thus, when developing models using VGI data, researchers could cite work in this 

chapter to frame how models are performing given characteristics of study areas. 

Second, I investigate the quality of VGI with regards to species distribution models at the 

observation level of analysis. In Chapter 4, my methods prompted a comprehensive discussion of 

different classes of eBird points, particularly as I did not solely evaluate their quality with a 

binary (valid/invalid) lens, but instead I identified a number of plausible interpretations. I found 

that many eBird points defied inferences from the scientific model, and some were so rare they 

had disproportionate effects on the model outputs. However, though I did recommend those 

points might go under data review, they were not immediately dismissed as invalid and 

contextualized within the various differences between eBird and scientific data collection. I 

anticipate that these frameworks are transferrable to other domains, which is to say that a broader 

impact of Chapter 4 was the employment of methods to understand individual VGI data quality 

from a complex perspective that recognizes the differences in data collection protocols and the 

effects these might have on model outputs. 

4.9 Concluding Thoughts and Future Research Directions 
I will end by stating some of the future research directions that I intend to follow after 

earning my Ph.D. First, there are a number of other studies I plan to pursue that build off the 

work presented in this dissertation. These include a study in which I relate our measures of data 

quality of individual eBird points to traits of individual birdwatchers (for example, novice or 

expert), as well as a study in which eBird models and scientific models developed with input 

data that have different resolutions to understand how the quality of model changes based on the 

scale of input variables. I have additional ideas that involve more manipulation of model 

parameters based on species’ spatial ecology on which I plan to base future experiments and 

research articles. I also look forward to exploring further biogeographical phenomena with the 

red-cockaded woodpecker and crested caracara, especially as their spatial ecology embody 

important ecological concepts such as niche, mutualism, and human adaptation. I am also 

particularly interested in the coastal ecosystems along the southeastern United States and plan to 

contribute to conservation research in these unique environments. 
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Within the broader realms of Biogeography and Ecology, I intend to continue engaging with 

research in the realm of conservation science. In particular, I plan to engage with research that 

promotes the conservation of habitat for rare species and the management of species found along 

the human-wildland interface using spatial analysis. As a means to this end, I plan to continue 

contributing research studying species distribution models, and plan to design future studies that 

focus on landscape ecology. Landscape pattern analysis has proven to be essential for 

understanding a host of ecological phenomenon in the Anthropocene including population 

dynamics and human and environment interactions. I am particularly interested in the integration 

of spatial data at different resolutions in network-based models used to understand habitat 

connectivity and ecological relationships among habitat patches. 

In addition to these focuses at the nexus of Biogeography and GIScience, I also plan to 

pursue opportunities that allow me to contribute to future research with lidar and VGI. Given the 

promise that lidar datasets have for environmental analyses by providing fine-scale, 3D 

information about geography, I plan to continue developing methods to integrate lidar-derived 

environmental characteristics, including forest stand and patch attributes, in spatial models. I am 

particularly interested in better understanding the ecological dynamics related to changes to 

structural forest ecology in the context of wildlife management and conservation. I have also 

developed a keen academic interest in scale conceptually, and plan to continue exploring the 

contributions of lidar data to multiscale modeling and an understanding of ecological 

phenomenon across spatiotemporal scales. Lidar analysis can inform us about important 

ecological characteristics essential for data-centered wildlife conservation, and I plan to continue 

highlighting ways it can do so in my future research. 

This dissertation research allowed me to develop a more comprehensive understanding of 

VGI. I plan to continue researching the utility of data provided by citizen scientists in part 

because of the meaningful engagement VGI facilitates between the public and scientists, but also 

given the potential for data collection across spatiotemporal scales. With the increased ownership 

of personal smart devices that enable humans to act as data sensors, there will be a greater need 

for research involving data management as well as data quality assurance/quality control. 

Through this lens, I intend to contribute research that supports the increased use of VGI in 

environmental research so that the potential of these data can be met. I have appreciated learning 
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about not only the ways VGI is different from authoritative data, but also the ways information 

from this data source challenges our understanding about phenomena. By helping to better 

understand the utility of massive sums of data contributed and processed by human beings 

through a VGI framework—whether it be sightings of endangered species or public 

infrastructure problems through Open Street Map—I look forward to contributing towards a 

better understanding about the ways VGI can be used in scientific analysis through my career. 

Geography, and specifically work using GIScience, has proven to be an important basis for 

decision-making during extraordinary circumstances, ensuring not only a more sustainable and 

equitable society, but a secure one. Through my career, I look forward to using the skills that I 

developed while earning my Ph.D., including in experimental design and data analysis, to 

conduct scientific research that addresses the most important issues facing our country and 

world, from economic inequality to environmental stewardship to public health and emergency 

management. Thus, my broadest but most certain plan after finishing this dissertation is to use 

my academic background in Geography and technical skillset in GIScience to address our 

world’s most critical and pressing challenges.  
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